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N OMEN.CLATURE

SYMBOL DESCRI PTION

A Area

Ac Accumulation parameter, Eq. (34)

B Bas_ett unsteady memory force

c Airfoil chord length -

CD Droplet drag coefficient

Cd Airfoil drag coefficient
?

CA Airfoil lift coefficient

Cm Airfoil moment coefficient.

D Viscous drag force

E Total_airfoil collection efficiency,
Fq. (28)

Fr _roude number, Eq. (6)

g Gravitational acceleration' constant

h Airfoil projected height

K Inertia parameter, Eq. (5)

Tragectory similarity parameter, Eq. (24)

KO Modified inertia I,ara_eter, Eq. (14}

k Roughness height

£ Length of ice growth

!
M - Mass of ic_. accretion

m Mass of water drop,let

Ma Apparent mass forc_

&_ . __ .......... ......... , .... . ::-:. ........ ' .......... -....... ...........



ORIGINALPAGE iS
OF POOR QUALITY

iv

P Pressure gradient force

i R Droplet Reynolds number, Eg. (7)

! r Airfoil surface radius of curvature, leading
e@ae radius

"_U Drol_let free stream _eynolds number,
Eq. (12) .....

r' Etfective r__ius of culvature, Eg. (38)

S Airfoil surface arc length

T _ir temper.ature

t _i me

-U Free stream velocity

u Local _.Iowfield _e&ocity

V Cummulative volume percent

x,y _ori_ontal and vertical coordinate

Airfoil angle of attack

ei Airfoil angle of attack whe.n iced

eLO Zero lift angle of attack

8 Impingement ef:_:'lciency, Eg. (25)

7 _pproximate drag law exponent

Droplet dzameter

..... e Anule between surface .eater normal and
vertical

q Dimensionless droplet position

0 Impingement angle .,

1 Liquid water content of the cloud

I/_s Ratio of droplet trajectory to Stokes law
traJectoz>: T.q. (35)
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_bsolute air viscosity

p Air density

o Droplet density

Nondimensiunal time

¢ ingle between the droFlet trajector_ and outer
surface nornlal at impact

Angle between the droplet tragecZory and the
vertical-at impact

Subscripfs -2

m Model

t Total__Gon dition s

o Initial condition

Superscripts

• Derivative with respect to nondimensional time

-- Vector notation



" I. I_ T_ODUCTION

i ' The scientific study of aircraft icing began i_ the1920's when aircraft were first relied upon for dependable

transportation and national defense. Recently the

increased utiliy of general aviation aircraft and

helicopters has resulted in an increased potential for

unfavorable encounters with ice. Advances in awionics has

made instrument navigation wet y reliable and sufficiently

inexpensiv_ to enable this equipment to be within reach of

most qe_,eral aviation aircraft.

The a_r_ndynamic T ena!ties associated with flight into

known icina conditions are well known; a sharp dra; _.'se

and a reduction of maximum lift coefficient. However

avoiding icina by remaining on th_ qround when such

conditions are ,.redicted results in an economic penalty of

I .... loss of aircraft ,Jsefullnes_" which is not easily accepted.
I

The p_ysical processes involved in aircraft icing, and

therefore the solutions to the icinq problem, are very

complex.

Aircraft icing occurs when an aircraft penetrates in

flight a c[ou,_ of small super cooled water droplets. A

portion of these droplets impinge upon the leadinq edqes



i of various aircraft components r_sultin_ in the qrowtb or

ac_cretion of ice. The accretioll of ice and its effect on

_, the aircraft is a very difficult problem r_guiring the

expertise of many areas of science and enqlneering.

However most of the p_roblem falls into one of two

categories; thermodynamics or aerodyna.%ics.

°I'he thermodynamics of aircraft icinq deals with the

process by which the droplets which impinge on the surface

-- change from the liguid to the solid phase. Two types of

ic_ accretions can be identified and these are depict_ in

fiqure I. Rime ice forms a relatively streamline sha_

extendina into the oncoming air, while glaze ice is

characterized by the double horned shape. Table I

summariF.es the conditions under which each ty_x_ of ice may

be. exuected.

TABLE I ICE FORMATION

Rime Glaze

Liquid Water Content __Low High
Air Temperatur_ Low Near Fr_ezinq
Flight Velocity Low_ High
Ft-e_zinu Fraction One Less Than One

D1_plets FreeTe On Impact Flow On Surface
Ice Color White, Opaque Clear
Ice Den_it? < 1 qm/cc I qm/cc

Rim_ iC_ OCCUr_ at low air temperatures and at low liguid

water contents (the concentration of water droplets in the

free .L:troam) and low flight speeds, lh rim_ icing the



droplets frP_zP on impact and a good approximation to this

(_rowth can b_, made by n_jlecting all thermodynamic effects

[ I] . Glaze icP occurs at temperatures slightly below

freezing and at relatively high liquid water contents and

hinn flight velocities. _n analysis of gla_e ice

accretion must incltl(_e the proper thermoaynamic modelling..

Wesults of an aerodynamic wind tunnel test of a

simulale_ ic_ shape [2] are shown in figur e 2. Large

increa_ in ur_q anCJ a reduction in maximum lift

coefficient are shown for both types of ice. Iced

airfoils are _iflicult to analyze due to the sewere

s_rface rouohness and large ZOneS of separate4 flow whic3,

result from the ir_'egul_x shapes of the ice accretions- _.

Only empirical methods are currently awailable to predict

ibis de_r_ddtio_ in ierformance.

_. Two apDroache= to the aircraft icing problem are

available. The firs% method i._ to prewent the ice from

forming (ant-icing) or to r_ove it periodically (de-

icin_l from thP aircraft component. This reguires the

c_si_n and installation of complex mechanical or thermal

systems. These systems are usually designed as an-ad4-on

' or retrofit to an existing component. The second approach

is to design the compol_ent to eliminate or at least _

minimize the a_v,,rse effects of ice accretion. Such a

component would not allow ice to accrete, or the ice
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deposit would be of such a ueometrical shape as not to

adversly affect the aer_lyna_c performance. Thls method

has se.veral advantaqes over a de-icing or anti-icing

approach :

1) No external power requirements

2) Minimize cost of construction

3) Less maintenance required

_) No chanc_ of s_stem failure

While components which are unaffected by ice may not be

feasible, reducing th_s adverse effect b> pro;at

aerodynamic de._lun certainly _s feasible. Such a design

- woul,_ hav_ the greatest, impact on vehicles such as light

aircraft, r_mute!y piloted vehicles (_PV's), and missles

where de-icing systems are often not desirable.

To design an airf,-il or other aircr, a ft component

which minimizes the ef_.ct of ic_ accretion, a method for

evaluating the-ic_.d airfoil performance must be

establishe_. An experimental a[,proach to airfoil design

is both too exp_l_sive and-__t_oo time consumina. Some other

_eans by '_hich to design or analy_.e an iced airfoil must

be foun,:, reservina-wlt, d tunnel tests for final

evaluation. O**e [_osLible method wo_ll_ be an _irical

approach based on the r,;_ult_ o}.. exp_rit, ental tests of
i

toed airfoils. However such a method has limited I

_otuntial and requires a vast data base. Empirical



methods are difficult to fornlulate, including all the

necessary independent variaDles, and can not be used

accurately to extrapolate beyond the available data base.

t An analytical ap};roach does not suffer these limitations.

Properly formulated, this method will not only reproduce

_ existim_ experimental data, Dut can be use_ to evaluate

i new airfoil (]euigns. The theoretical modal may also
qenerate new insight into the icin_ problem.

To be most useful an analytical method must be as

self containea as possible. That is, not rely on

experimental results as input to the analysis. The

analysis must contain in addition to the aerodynamic

analysis , a model of the ice accretion process. The only

inputs to the problem shou"d be the atmospheric icii_g

environment an_ flight conditions of the airfoil. The

loqfcal first step in snch an analys_is would be to

initially study only ri_ ice accretion. Here the

thermodynamics can b.._iqnored and the droplet dynamics and

aero(]ynamics can be emphasized. Rime ice is streamlined

in shape and conventional methods of aerodynamic analysis

for_ uJ|separated flows _.m_ applicable. Concentrating on

rime ice in%tially would provide insight into the problem

while allowing time for the further development of methods

for dealin_ with icinq thermodynamics and the analy_sis of

separated flows.



Whil_ some aircraft icing aFeas such aS

thormodynn._ic_ have received recent attention, the

i" analytical prediction of the aeloflynamic performance of _

ic_a airfoils has not b_n stuaied. Lit tl(_ experimental .• work h_s been done since 195S a;_d no attempt has been made

(]'to pre_ict the performanc_ degradation exuerienced by iced

I airfoils since Gray's e,,pirical method [3] of 1964. _%e

: analytical Dreaiction of the aerodynamic effects of ice :

accretion on airfoils is th_n an important gap-in our 1
I

knowl_,dge of the icing problem. In a joint NAS_ and _AA !i

workshop on airc_L_ft icing held at Lewis _esearch Center I
i

in 197P, the noeds for new iCinn research wore Jiscussed.

In his presentation Milton A. Beheim stated [4]

... a renewe4 el fort on icing effects on
airfoils is needed -_ not so much to

refine ice protectiol} s_.-_tems as was done
in the early 1950's but to det_.rmine the
perfor,:ance sel,s[tivity to_ ice accretion
ef_ect_ so that. airfoil selectlons cmn be

made to avoid usil,q a p_otection _ystem

whenever pos,sibl_. Particularly for 1
general _viation applications it .,ay even
be possible to evolve new aiz'_oil

• aeometries that minimize th_

possibilities of ice accretion and its
aeleterious effects on performance.

This naper focuses upon the analytical treatment of

- two dime1_sional dirfoils exposed-to a rim_ icin_

environment. New aircraft technology has generated

requirements for an increased understan_in_ o_ the icin_

;,henom_na. This re-examiI!ation of the icing problem, this

i =, i I I i I I II ='_I il II II I II I
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ti,,e with tho aid of hioh speed computers and modern --

i numerical mPthods, promises the improvements in icing

technology necessary to increase, the utilizafion of

' general aviation aircra_t and helicopters in adverse

w_ather.

i



• i._ - • i m-

[ II _EVIEW OF LITERATURE[ •

i ' •

The growth of ice on aircraft components results in a

i i--d_roase in perfor_ance anc1 a :;aftey hazard whicb has been
the subject of scientific research re= over fifty yea_s. -__

" Unfortunately most of this work was conducted in one tell

year period which wa._:concludea almost twenty_-five year____s

_ao. Only now is there an att_,ppt to organize and

coordinate additional rese,_ch. In an attempt %0 clarify

the proaress m_de !,v early researchers, al_d document the

need to continue this work, this review of aircraft icing

lit_ratur_ is pr_s_ted in a historical perspective.

Early researchers disagre,_d on the physical phenomena

resoonsible foe ice accretion. This is quite evident in

the review of early wo_k by Blacker [5 ] in 1932 ana a

later French report [%] in 1935. _uch of this early work

was performed in Germany and other Western European

Countries. The U.S. u_ade limited contributions to the

study-of aircraft ici-mg before 1940; probably the most

important bei-n_ t.he d_v_ionm_nt of m_chanical de-icing

systems. Thes:e inflatable de-icina boots were designed

and built by the P. }. Goodrich Company and wel-e installed

on aircraft b_oining in the 1930's. This same type of
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r_se_rch _s directed toward de_ininq the _latur_l icing

sv._tem i_ still _n. use todaY.

_nviL'onmont, det_,rmiai;_q its affects on r_pre_enfative

h _ajor step forw_ir_ was mad_ in 19_0 with the first

mathe,latical formula%ion of water droplet trajectories, aircraft combunents, and desi_nin_ techniques for ice

6. 1. Taylor [7] d_veloped the differential equation protection [_]. Great progress was made in undelstamding_

._4overl:iI:g droFlet trajectories for the special cas_s of the icina pr0¢'e_s and in protectin_ the aircraft from its
h_zards. The classic r_ference in the area of droF:let

constant drsg coefficient and Stokes law drag.

Calculations were performed and the app_opri$%e si_.%l_rity trajectory calculati_ms was published by Lan_muir and

uaraNet_s (_xtracted for a few simple case-S. Taylor B_odg_tt [9] in 1946. Here the droplet trajectory

-- equatiorl is pres_<_te_ for _ arbitrary drao coefficient.

sug_est_d a scheme for the numerical solution of the

equation for mor_ _o_plic_te4 cases _uch as the flow about The entire ].mohlem o_ trajectory calculations is preseilted

an airfoil. _is wo_k was continued by Glauret [8] who in m form si!._ilar to that llsed today. U._ing a

perfolmed the nmmerical solution of T_ylor _s _uations by _ilferenfial anal_ser t_e dro}let trajector_ about a

Glauret furthered the work of Taylor by cyl_nder, spher_, an6 ribbon weru solve_ numvrically andhand calculation.

combining droplet trajectories to determine the local mass _ho coll_cfion efiiciencies were premente_ _ol several

case_. In addition*, th_ :nolif±_d inertia parameter was

-" [hl_ on the airfoil suzL_ce and the total collection

orese_]ted as i_ means to simFlify the analysis by reducing

eif iciencies.
ths inertia parameter an,] the free stream N_ynolds number

_he publication of icin_ research in the open

it,to _ single dimensionless parameter.

literature was disco*_'tinued d_ring %he mar _ears of 1941

tO _@45. However i_mediately after the war, .perhaps dme to Th_ m_thod of numerically d_termi_u droplet

imp_n_m_nt on aircraft co_ponents was _se_ e_te_sively by

the n_a for all weather milifary aircraft made clear by
th_ NAC_ in the late _O_s and early 50_s. lh_se

the w_r_ icing research flourished until the aid 1950's.
r#_eorchers were greatly hampered by the lack of high

_fter the Second World War the H_ited 5tares _ Natiomal

Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, NAC_, began an s_!e_] diqit_] comput{_rs and ilumerical solutions for th_
flow about all arbitrary b_y. As a result calculations

a_bitious program. The bulk o[ this week was conducted at
were often m_de about b_]ies for which the fl_field could

the NACA _s lewis Research Cent_!r from 19_5 to 1955. The
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b_:,solve,l analytically. Droplet traJector%v:_ were

calc_Tlate_] about cylinde,_'s [ 10,11 ], spheres [ 12 ], and

Joukow_i airfoils [ 13,1_]. Arbitrary airfoil s@ctions

w,_re first haildied by Be[¢_r_n [ 15] usin_ an empirical

ap_roa_'_ bas_.(_ on dropl,-t tra_s abollt doukowski

airfoils. Drun,_,_,llaqher,and Vogt [ 16 ] used a vortex

substitution _,_,tho_] to generate the flowfield about an

arbitrary airloil. This approach required a win6 tunnel

te_t to me_ur4? the surface velocities on the airfoil

b,.for_" th_ vortex sU_en_ths could be determin_.

Th_ l(lethe_] was used extensively by the NACA [ 17-19]

to analyze th( dro_it, t i,zpin_ement characteristics of

airfoils. Fx_ension:: of this analysis were made by

S_.rafini [20) to a ._1_2el_j_)nic airfoil anu by Dorsch 8rid

_r_n [ 213 to a swept win_. Droplet trajectory

calculations were also |erf o_'med about axisym_etric bodies

- [22-2__] to s_aul_te the nos_ of an aircraft or missle.

The %rajeciory c_Iculat_ons _]e by NkCA res,.archers

p_-oved to be _.ry accurat_ and provided .aluable in. qht

into aircraft ici_g, data for the (_esion of _-icing

_vst_m:', ;_I,,!_uidanc,. to the exp(,rimentalists.

_arl y in the, NACA ici,O proqram an ext_.nsive study was

ma_le of the n,_ula] icing envirol, n_ent. Numerous

experimental ::tu,lie_ were perlorned to determine typical

combinations of c/om__s__such as horizontal and
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vertical size, droplet diameter, liquiu water content, and

air t_peratnr_, exp_:_i_ncec] by aircraft. These data were

cow,piled anal ._um_,ari2e_] in three reports [25-27] which
i

were ultimately us_,d to compile the FAI; Part 25 Appendix C

[28 ] icinq envelope. This icin(j envelope is still in use

an<_ defines ti_e range, o{ conditions ov_,r which any de-

icing ._yste.% must fullction to obtail, FAA certification.

Many experimental studies were conducted in the NACA

six by nin_ foot icinq tunnel lo_:ated at NAS;_ Lewis. One

important test proqra,_ developeu the dye-tracer techI, lque .--

for _xDerimentally ob%aiaing i_mpinqe_lent characteristics

of aru]tary bo4ies [29]. In the dye-tracer technique a

b_Iv is confiqured with blotter pauer and exposed.to an

airstream containino a dyed-water spray cloud. The

.... blotter paper is then calorimetrically examined in order

to obtain local coll_ction efficiencies, total collection

officiencies, and ,naxi_lum rearward extents of impingement.

This tochniqut, ha._ beu]L used on airfoils [30"_31] and other

bedim..- [32,33] a:,d provides the only direct _xperimental

data for use i;_ th_ vel'ification of droplet trajectory

calculation s.

Airfoil icinq exFeriments conducted in th__ icillq wind

tunnel serve,] two main objectives. These tests documented

the change in airfoil performance characteristics due to

_ ice accretion while also serving as test beds for new de-
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icing and anti-icing sy:_-te_is. In the first test [34,35]

no quantitati%'_ measure was made of the ice growth.
A

Aero/l_/_uli__data was obtained f_om a heated wake survey

probe measuring the changes ill drag, while lift and moment

_efficient changes were not measure_. The tests were

-- primarily to _valuat+, t_ ice protection systems. Bowden

[36 ] _n Ig56 [resent,.c_ a fairly complete aerodynamic .........

evaluation of icing effe<zts on a NACA 0011 airfoil. A six

com[_onent force balance system was-useu to enable the

measurement of changes ilJ lift, drag, and pitching, moment.

As in _arlier tes%_ the documentation of the ice shapes

from which the, aerodynamic penalties resulted was only

uescribed sualitativel_ .

The most con,!,lete airfoil icing analys_s performed is

reported by Gray [1,37]. Here %heore. tical and

experimental i_pinge_,ent efficiencies, ice shape

m_a__urements, and an aerodynamic a_alysis was performed o_

- an _AC_ 65K00_ airfoil section. The experimental and

theoretical In,pingement characteri._tics compared well for

some cases,, but the failure of [he predicte3 values in

some situation-_ was not underst_d. Gray [3_ ] presented

the first empirical relation to be used to predict th_

chan_es in drag coefficient du_ to icing. Thi_ eguation

was based on th_ NACA 65A004 icing data and was good only

for this particular airfoil.
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In approximately 195[_ icino research at the NACA was

st0p_ed. The a_vent of jet e!lqined aircraft leduced the ..................

icinq hazarc_ and rec]ui_d that research efforts be shifte_

to new areas. At its co_,_letion the N£C_ program had

i _Jrovlded _ood ice protectioll £o£ the aircraft of the day.

The analytical ;_lediction of ilr_}_inqemeNt rates had begun,

but 7,0 methods for ice shape calculation or the resultinq

airfoil performance degradation were developed.

F,x_eri_,ental remult._ were confined to only a few

soeci_liz_d a'{rfoi!s anL had consisted primarily of ice

- protection sy_;te_i_ evaluation. Two com_ilatiohs of NACA

data w_re publiched in 196_. Gray [ 3] compil_ all the

iced airfoil drae data to expand his ei_pirica] equation

an_ 1_owden et. al. [ J_] Fresentmd an ezhaus_w_ summary of

e×isti_]d aircraft ic_,_q technol_y.

Interest In aircraft icing research was r_,no,ecl in the

early seventies in £urope and Canadi. Th,_s_ studies ha,e

been _,rimalily inwol_eu with the thermodynamics of-the ice

accretion proceeds. Lozowski, Stallabras, _, and Hearty [39]

in lqTQ presented a su,_mary ot t-h_rmodynamic modelling and

their current state-of-the-art _pproach. All of these

stu_.ies are h_m_,ere_ by the !ac_ of q_u,] droplet

ilnpin<_e_ent m,_thod_ ",. R_earch has been conductud in

Wostern Euro},_ in seweral area, _: which are summarized in

re_rence _0. _ecent aer(_y_amic _tudies hawe been
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conducted in Sweden and the Soviet Union [2] to determine

e_:erimentallv the performance of iced airfoils. Similar

tests conducte,] in the United States hav_ in general not

been published ._.ince they were conducted by manufacturers

for icing certification aTx,Inot government sponsored. One

r_ent exception is the work by Wilder [41 ] from Boeing.

wilder presents th_ results of theoretical i,.pingement

calculations, e_perimen%al ice shape correlations, and

i_d airfoil tps-ts. Unfortunately little infatuation is

provided as to th_ analytical or experimental methods used

to obtain these data.

Reco(_nizi_,c_ the need for an organize_el icing research

effort in the United States, N_SA Lewis Research Center

established a progm'a,l of icin<] research in 1980. The nasa

_roqram includes a broa_] range of research ob_ctives.

Th(_ evaluation of d_-icing _y._:tems and anti-icing systems

[_2 ] has rec_ntly begun in the Lewis Icinq Tunnel.

A11alytical efforts include a three dimensional droplet

trajectory code [_3], a1_ preliminary results of this

--d4_ertation [44]. Hopefully the need to apply current

technology to the icing _roble_h, as revealed-by thi_

review of past r_earch efforts, will be met by the

curr_nt N-A-_A icing research program.



IIi. THEOP, iTICAL AI4_L¥SlS

_for_ th{_ a_o_n_ _ic _-_rmance p_ _n _irfoi_ with........ i!rime ice can be determined, the geometry o_ the ice

accretien mus_ first be calculate,]. This section presents

the theoretical method for th_ prediction of rime ice
&

_. s.hap_s which accre_e on unprotected airfoil_. Therefore

m the firm£ ste] in the thuoreticul analysis is to formulate

&

an_] analyze th,_ equation governing] the trajectory of a

sin_le spherical particle in a moving_ fluid. ...........
m&

D Trajectorv Equation

Aircraft _isne icing occurs when super cooled water
i

droplets impact the lea_ing e_]g,_ of an aircraft component.

q'he_>-d_opl_-t_" hav_ (,_ia-_ters of 10 to 50 microns [ 28 ] and

pxDerionce [_eynol_Is nu_}_s low enouqh to onsure that the

9
_ particles r_n_ain _,uherical in shape [q3]. For rime icin_

I cloud._ the liquid water content which exists rarelyexceed_,s 2.0 ,_rams o_ water per cubic m_ter of air. Due

to this low co:,cpntretion of water droplet._ in the free

s_ream, th_ flow may be considel'ed uncoupled [_5]-and the

influ_,nc,_ of the droplet on the flowfield i_nored.

By applyin_ Ncwton':_ Sec_hd Law, F=ma, to the

: p_rtic!e, th_ qowernlng equation roan b_. derived. This

I

_ ...... r ...........
........_ n IIII I I I
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L

I equation has been p_esented by Soo [46] and Rudinger [47]

L
as

m/a-_-_-_= D + P + [_a + [_ + m_ (I)
\at2!

p This equation may be significantly reduced for the present

i application. For a water droplet moving in-air the
! density of the particle is much greater than that of the

fluid. Therefore, the pressure gradieDt term, P, and, M--a,
b

i the apparent mass term may be neglected [_b,47]. The

fouLtk term in equation (I) , B, represents the Bassett

forcp. This term accounts for the de_ia_tion_of the flow

1 pattern around the particle from that of stead7 state and

) represents the effect of the history of the motion on the

i instantaneous force [_7 ]. This term is significant if the[

particle density is of the same order as that of" the

I fluid, or if the particle experiences large accelerations.

Droplets can experience large accelerations when in the

leading edge region of an airfoil. Norment [_3], using

--_.the work of Keim_[gS] and Crow [49], has shown that for

the icina problem the accelerations experienced by the

droplets are not large enough for the Bassett term to be

siql,ificant. Therefore the Bassett term, B, can also be

dropped from the analysis. With these assumptions, eg.

(I) reduces to .....

d2-
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}'or the small wate_ droplets considered in the icing

problem, and :or the smut11 time scales involved, the

aravitv or se_t]inu t_rm may in aeneral be dropped f_om

the analysis. However, it will be retained here to allow

a more qeneral application of the method. The viscous

i --drat_ tprm, "5, can be expressed in the conventiunal manner

as

1 d_ d_

where S i._ the cross ..;ectional ar_a of the sphere and CD

the @.Tag coefficient dek'ived from experimental results.

Note that here the drao is evaluated usinq the slip

velocity, that is the velocity between the droDlet and the

local airstream. Substituting7 in for the draq and

dividinq thron_h by the mass, eq. (2) becomes

d2x = 3 _CD[ fi_ d_l(u_d_+
(3)

dt-_" 4 _o ! _J dr/

Nondivensionalizina eq. (3) yie]d._

n K - + __2 g

wluich i,_ the _overnfnq equation for a droplet trajectory.

The non_intensionallzati_ was performed _ith respec_ to

the characteri._t_c v_.loc_ty, U, the free stream velocity,

and the characteristic length, c, the =irfoil chord.

bifferentiat_on _ with respect to nondimens_onal time, T ,
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wh_re _ -- Ut/c.

Ir_ eq. {4) two dimeru_ionless parameters occur. The
% ............

,, inertia parameter,K, is
P

K = a_2U
|5)

18c_

and is essentially a nondimensional particle mass. The

second paramete___ Fr__ is the Froude number

........ Fr_ U (6)

which is the ratio of inertia to gravitational forces.

third similarity parameter appears due to the form of the
h

Cd?/24 term in eq. (4).

The drag coefficient of a sphere in a no_-accelerating

stream has been measured as a function of Re_nolds number

by many reseazchers. Sphere drag is also in general a

function of particle Mzuc_ number. However, for rime ioing

which occurs at low fllght velocities, the particle Mach !

numbers are low and the compressibility effects On sphere•

drag are not significant. Here Reynolds number is based

on droplet diameter and the relazive velocity between the

stream and th_ particle. Reynolds number as used here is

given by

R: _ 17,

A standard arag curve has been established froR these
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results and is presented in Schli_ht_g [50]. For low

Reynolds numbers the well known classical 5tokes solu%ioll

for sphere draa is

CD = 24R

_owever thi_ theoretical result is for creeping motion and

is not valid for the hi_her Reynolds numbers experienced

by icina droplets. Stokes drag law is however a limiting

case uset_ to establish eI,pil-ical fi__ts_to %he standard

sphere draa curve good _or higher Reynolds numbers.

Lang_uir [9] presented one of the earliest empirical fits

of the standard sphere drag curve @iven by

- 1 + 0 197R 063 + 2 6 x 10-4R 1'38 (8)
24

This equation provides good drag coefficients up to a

i Reynolds number of 1000. A somewhat simpler form proposed

independently by Klyacho [51] in 193a and Putnam [52] in

qg6 1 is

CDR 1
R2/3--= I +- (9)

24 6

Both eq. (8) and (q) represent good fits to the

experimental results as do several other similar equations

._ .r_roposeL] by other r_searchers. The standard drag curve,

- Sto_es law, e,]. (8), eq. (9), _nd the recent and-more

accurate measurements of Beard and Pruppacher [53] are
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c0_pared in Table 2.

Table 2 Comparison of Particle Drag Coefficients, C D

Beard and

R Std Stokes F,q. (8) Eq. (9) Pruppacher

0.01 2_00. 2400. 2426. 2420.
0.1 2_3. 2_0. 251. 249. 2q2.7
I. 26.9 24.0 24.5 28.0 26.45

10. 4.33 2.q0 _.43 4.26 4.1q9
100. 1.09 0.24 1.14 1.10 1.073 _
500. 0.568 0.0_S 0.588 0.552
1000. 0.469 0.024 0.477 0.424

,i i

The empirical fits for th_ sphere drag coefficient

iI_cluding equations (8) and (9) are of the general form

CDK N
--= Z C_R Yi (I0)
24 i=l x

Using eq. (7) for P, eq. (10) can be written as

CDR NZ " u ' 'JYi
2& i=l

where RU is the free stream droplet Reynolds number

P_U

Ru= (12)

Therefore, since the droplet drag coefficient van be

expressed in the form of eq. (11), the Stokes parameter,

CdR/24, appearing in eq. (4), yie_Ids the-additlonal

similarity parameter RU, the free stream droplet Reynolds

hum bet.

The trajectory of a liquid droplet, for the rise iclng

problem, has been shown to be gowerned by the differential

equation (4). Eq. (4) contains the three similarity
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: - parameters RU, K, and Fr. In the next section_. RU and K
m

are.._combined into a single parameter which greatly

simplifies the analysis. The flowfield which enters

equation .(4) as u, will also be discussed ir_ a later

sect ion.

Trajectory Similarit_ Analysis

In the derivation and discus,_ion of eq. (_) it has

been shown that the droplet trajectory, ignoring the

__ flowfield, is a function only of the three similarity - -

par-a._leters RU, K, and Fr, and the initial droplet

conditions. To simplify this an, ._ysis the Froude number,

h

Fr, will be dropped, since it can be shown to be
9

ne_liqible for t_e rime icing problem. The scaling of %he

| aL-avity force and other terms in eq. (1) will be discussed

t later, Nealectinq the qravity %er._ eq. (4) b_:omes

Now th_ trajectory depends only on P and K, assuming the
, initial conditions in n_idimel, sional form are constant.
}

The identification of the pnoper similarity parameters i

for a pro}_lem is very important. Not only do the

parameters simplify the analysis, but they also aid in the I

prp._entation of exg_ri_ ntal and numerical data, and serve

as .scaling parameters in the d_si.gn of scale model tests. 1

For-aircraft icing scale model tests, using RU and K to 1

I

i
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establish test conditions, violates other similarity

parameters. For example, often only the model speed and
%

droplet diametel can be varied. Holding RU and K constant

then requires that _
I

- I%)_m = _ and Um = U

_s a result, for small scale models the-test velocities_

are very large and violate the Hach number scaling of the

flowfieldo Similar problems in the scaling.of drops in

aircraft wakes have be_n reported by Ormsbee and Bragg

[5_ ]......Recent icinq tests by a Swedish-Soviet research

group [2] chose to ignore the Reynolds number scaling and

hold only the inertia parameter constant in an attempt to

avoid this problem.

Methods are available to alleviate this scaling
b

B problem by re_]ucin_ the number of similarity parameters.

__ Coi,,bxning the similarity parameters Ru and _ into one

parameter would also greatly simplify data presentation.

The first attempt to combine RU and K was made by Langmuir

when he presented the modified inertia parameter, KO .

This parameter w_ll be disc_Issed h_re and a new derivation

presented which for the first time yields an analytical

_ solution. _n additioi_, a method is presented which is

much simpler to use, and in many cases mcre accurate.
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I _odifie_] Inortia Par_tm_=ter : The modified inertia

_ram_,t_r, Ko, w_i_ presented by Lan_muir [9] in Ig4b to be

us_ to-_resent airclaft icing data. In fact, this

paramet,_r is .._£ili in widt_ use in the aircraft icing

com!nuT_it7 atkou,;h no the_l£,_tical proof of its validity is

available [ 3P ]. cuEr,_]itly no closed form solution for the

par am,_t_r exJ_-t_':and a _11aphical technique or curwe fit to

the numerically uenerated data is used. Here the Ko

_aramoter will b,, d_riv,_d flo,l the governing differeniial

equation and a clos,_d form solutioz_ obtained.

The modilied in_,rtia parameter, Ko, is defined as

X, s/

wh++re +_ is tht, inertia ]_ra,teter and _'/_'s is the ratio of

_ tho trajectory of a droplet in still air-, with an initial

! Reynolds number of R U and qravity neglect+_d, divided by

t-he same trajectory of the droplet if the drag is assumed

to oh+.? Stokes law. So K0 combines K and I<U into a single

parameter mince I/ls Is a function of _U alone. LanGmuir

sbowo_ that i/l s i:. giv_,_ bv

1 ._U dR

I_ = RuJo CDR {15) .
24

tl._in_lthe st_|_,_,_'d _,;ph_,t-_, draq curve lot Cdl_/2_, Langmuir

performed thi._ int_ir6tion numerically te_ qent,rate I/I s as

a function of RU which is still in nse today.
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By using the differential eq. (13) we can examine

more carefully the origin of Langmuir's N o parameter. It

is [lot clear from reference 9 if Langmuir derived KO in

thi_ wa¥, but the__basic relationship between KO and the

i governing differential equation was suggested in 1952 in
P reference 55.

By rearranging eq. (13), it becomes

_. (161
\._I - -

Here CdR/2q is a complex function cgf R, with _ varying

i along the particle trajector?_ If some suitable-average
of the term on the left hand side of eq. (16) could be

found, the Bu and K paramezhers can be combined iRto a

single similarity parameter. Assume that %he particle

experiences Reynolds numbers from zero to R U, the value

based on tho free stream v_locity. Then averaging this

_ term yields

k #UdR
K o

RUoJ CDR (17)

24

The modified inertia parameter is merely the average value

of the single coefficient which appears in the droplet

trajectory equation (16). KO is not a_ exact similarity

parameter, but does have valid the_elieal Justification

as it is a straightforward simplification of the governing

particle traJectery equation. Th,_ modified inertia

m
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},aram_,ter pr_;vi_e_ qood data correlation, provided the.•

rang_ _ of R_,ynolds numbers expei'ienced is consistent with

the range zero to R U.

A closed _orm solution for KO can be found if an

Jnteqrable _orm of the droplet dra_ coefficient is used in

_q. (8) . Fut1,_? r52_ and Klyacho [51] develoi_d such an

e_ualion valid uF _o]ds number of 1000 as

_' = i + 1 R2/3 (18) -
24 6

Following the work oI Putnam, and after considerable

.....integration and algebra, a closed form of KO is given as

,RI/3\7

This equation is within one percent of Lanamuir's

calculated values until _U _p[,roaches 1000 where

Lanqmuir's walu_.s deviate from th_se of eg. (Ig). This is

due in part to the different droplet drag values used, ....

eq. (_] and (I_), and probably some accumulation of error

in the numexical procedurp.

The lowel" limit of _]. {19) can be used" t.o ch_ck the

derivation ot Ko. Dy definition Ko must a[_},roach the

inertfa param_,ter for small values of the Reynolds number

where the particle _rag is essentially qovern_.d by Stokes

law. By expandinq the inverse tanaent fu;,ctian and taking

the limit as RU approaches zero, eq. (19) reduces as
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expected to Ko equul_ K. By examining eq. (19) as R U

appt'oaches il]finity K o takes the form

Ko = 1BE RU2/3 (20)

It is also interestino to compare the curve fit developed

by stallabrass and Lozowski [ 39] for KO whore

K = K (21)

o I+0.0967 _6367

This compares well to eq. {19) ; note the similarity in the

6367 -2/3
I/R U term in eq (21) and the RU expression in _eq.

(19).

The use of eq. (19) should improve the usefullness of

the existing icin_ data correlated with KO. _:]iminating

interpolation or curve fits to Lanqmuir's tabulated data

should also improve accuracy. }:q. (19) coulo be used to

reduce other droplet trajectory data, however, the

analysis to fullow will result in a parameter which is

m easier to use and m_re accurate and versatile than the _o

l parameter.

Trajectory Sca.linq Parameter : _n alternative
D

a-pproach can be taken to simplify the single coefficent

appearina in the trajectory eq. (16). Instead of assuminq

that C,_/2_ is a constant, as was done to derive Ko, here

assume that

CDK
-- = CR'f (22)
24
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l -which is the' fir,,=t t_,rm of the _leneral e_uation 110).

} T_i.q appea_s _s a stl'aight line on the log-log plot of

CdR/2q vs. R, fi_lu[,., 3. _--._imil.,r appl-oximation ha__s been

mnde before by Ormsbee"and Bragg [5R,56] and b_ Armand et.

al. [57] to scale dr_)plet trajectories. The trajectory

equation becomeg

r_ = u- - (23)

Now d_fine the trajectory simil_rity parameter, K, as

CRu_ (2_ )

,here the cc,-,fficient in eq. 123) has been inYerted to

follow the convelltioh established by the m_lified inertia i

para,,eter.

The, app,,al',,nc, TM O1 the lu- _I> term in ea. (27)

simplifies the use of this parameter while decr_-asina the j
{

-- expected intx',,ase in _ccuracy eyrir th_ K o parameter. J

Since a _ occurs outsid_ of the K ter1,, C and y cannot in

q_n_.ral b_, functions of r'.U, but must. be cho._en from a

sin_l_, best fit of CdR/2U = CR h over the entire range of

Reynolds number,., to be experionc_,d by all par. ticles under

consideration. Then after C and % ha_. b_N chosen for a

|,articular aFl,lication, a simple param,.ter combining K and

RU is a_ail,lblo to b,, u._d for dala n_'est,ntatioN or

_._.tablishinq ._:cal,_ me,l,_l test co_ditions. Not(, that if
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the aravity term need be included, this requires only that

the P=oude _umber, Fr, also be considered in addition to

A careful analysis of the modified inertia parameter,

Ko, and the trajectory scaling parameter, K, shows that

the two parameters a_e related. Lf the approximate drag

--- law of eq. [22) is a._sumed and used in eq. (17) the result

is

K
K =

o ell,)Ru

For this special case then K O differs from K by only a

constant. While the general form of KO given by eq. 119)

is more coml,licated, it too can be seen to be in a

functional form similar to that of K. Taking the limit of

both _ and { as Ru appi_aches zero yields Just K in both

instances. As R U approaches inlinity the limit of KO is i
l

Ko = 18KR_12/3

as given earlier in eq. 1201. This is exactly eg. 1221

for _ if _ = -2/3 and I/C = 18. Therefore it has beeu

shown that Ko and K ere the same within a constant _.f a

simple dra_ law is assumed in deriving Ko. So Ko and [

are certainly closely related _t ao vary slightly in

their workina ranqe.
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Th+_ 3roplets wore start,,d five chords in front of a

ty_,_ical _ener_l aviation airfoil operatinq at a cruise

c_mdition. Note that all the |,articles experience

R_,ynoldF n_imbers ill the Stok_.s law range for the first

.:_i nintey percent eL th_,ir trajectories. Only as the

droplets aD_roach the, b[xly do the Heynulds numbers

increase dramatically. This ,inalysis has shown %hat the

droplets usually _-xperience maximum Eeynolds numbers of

l_ss than on_,-half ,nU.

Usin_ thi.¢:infor,,ation on the typical }_eynolds number

rankle alonq with fi_]uru 5 a value of 7 can be determined.

Figure 5 summarizes th_ result_ of a least squares fit

proqram which calculates the value el y which provides %he

best fit of the ap}'roxi,_ate sphere draa expre._ion of eq.

(22) to the standard sphere <_rag c_Ir%,e. The. fit is

_e_formed froI_ a R_:yT_o]d_ number of 7.ero to R. It has

been found th,_t for the aircraft icina problem a 7 of 0.35

represents a _Io_] avcra,te valuu to _e used for preliminary

scalin_ calculations and for data nre.centatlon. To select

a ) to u._ , in scalinu a particular droplet, the averaae

value o[ _ for the full scale and scdled },article is

foun_] and theh fiqur_, 5 ('aI_be used to determine 7. T_n

uel_eral this is an iterative .urucedur_, but by ,Isinq

= 0.35 to select the initial scaled hU it converaes

r._t_i._ly: usually the first step is S,lftici_,ntly accurate.
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syst_,matic procL_dur,- has been presented to reduc_, by

o_o {h_. nui_!_- of '.{i_,il,_rit?para._tors governing thins

class of particl_ trajectories. The m_.thod of La.nqmulr,

mreviousl_ littl_ under._:tood, has beol, <_erived from the

_1overnino di[lerential _]u,ltion and a clos_,a form solution

ha_ boon [)r_Font_.d. This r.c_411t should clarifw the

theor,,ti.m_-l--basi_; for the modi[ied int,rtia [,ara!i,eter mlu

make th_ _xistir_g data correlated using--_.easier to

inter_ ret.

new dim_'nsionl_ss number, K, the trajectory scalir_-

|arn_'ter is dt,r_vt.d. Thi_ param_ter is mort, accu[-ate and

v,,rsdtil_ tha_l the modified inertia p_rametez. The ........

traj,_ctory scalin_ parameter _ay be u_ed to simplify any

trajectory analysis. All theft is required i.<- th__

det_r,inct_on of the ex_ncnt, ] , in the approxigate draq

l,:w u.<_.?in d_.rivinq-K. The ex_,ofi_,nt _,av b, iound by the .........

fol low in(_ _rocedure :

I} D_,terminc the rnnge of heynolds numbers
ex_[i<,nc,_d by th_ cla.,;.%of particlc:_ [or
which the, K parameter is to b_ used.

2) 9v u._in0 a le_:_t squares or other he._-tfit
._¢he,c, detcrn_in_ the 7 tot which th,'
approxilnate drag l,_w best [it:'_ the standard
d_ao cu[ve ih th<. R_yI_olds: nu_nb_,r ran,_e
of intorest.

_x-_,ri_,:ltal and nu._eri_mi re._ult-; in supper{ of th_ _,

[ara_oter, an,-I a c_mpari:_on of _'o and _" will 1_ pre._e_tt_

in Section _I.
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Flowfi_.ld

To calculate the trajectory of _ particle in the

vicini_ty___f an airfo_l the detailed flowfield must first

be determin_d. The dimensionless flowfield velocity

appears in the differential ec]uation (q) as _, and also in

the Reynolds number, }:. The effect of a compressible

i flowfield on water" droplet trajectories has been studied

i [ 10 ] and found to be negligible for
cases up %0 the

-- critical M_ch number. In addition, the visco_ effec1__

near the leading edge of an airfoil are confined to a very

thin boundary layer. Sinc_ for most applicationF the

water droplet_ only impact the airfoil near t!_ leading

edge, the effects of the viscous r_ion near the airfoil

ar_ assumed negligibl_,. It is therefore sufficient for

thi_ purpose to describe the flewfield about the airfoil

by an invisci_, incompressibl_, I,otential flow solution.

8oth sinQularity and conformal mappinq methods are

currently in use for predicting the flowfield about an

air_oil. Both methods were used in so.le for_ by the NACA

to make droplet calculations in the q95O's. This present

analysis u_e_ a mouified version of a transformation

scheme for arbitrary air_oils first presented by

T_eo_orsen [59,5g]. This m_.thod as formulated by Woan

[60], r_placo_ the Joukowski transformation used by

Theodorsen for the first step by a Karma,-Trefftz
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also excellent. This demonstrates the validity of the

_heodorsen flowfield code.

The method provides an accurate velocity anywhere in

the flowfield. This information is us_,,d in the solution

at= eq. (_). In addition this method has proven to be v__r_y

s_ccessful in handling leading edge shapes required later

in the analysis.

Droplet Impingement Parameter ,.

By analyzing the information ge,th_red fro_. seweEal

droplet trajectory calculations much useful information

c_n he extrapolated. Glauert [8] first combined droplet

t1_jectories .to determine the mass of water strikina a

circular cylix)aer as a function of theta, the angle

measl_red fro_, the staanation point. L_n_muir [9] extended

GlatLert's _nalvsis to determine the _ass striking an

arbitrary bod_, as a function of S, the a_'([l_ngth alonq

the surface. The analysis presented h_,re will follow that

of Lan_muir with some extensions, particularly in the area

of clouds containing di-_-tributions___Ld/_Iple___t__izes.

_ssuming the droller trajectory inform=tion is ......

available, the first step is the calculation of 8, the

imNingement efficiency. The impingement eZ_iciency is a

dimensiohless mass flux of the mateFial impinging at a

/ particular point on the airfoil surface.. 8 is .....
r

i non_/melu%ioa_lized with respect to the _ass flux in the
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free stream. An impingement efficiency of one is Jus_____t

that Jn the fl-et.,stream, Qr it is the dimensionless mass

- flux on an imaginary flat plate, which does not alter the

free stream flow, placed perpendicular to the free stream.

D The impingement ef-ficiency on an airfoil surface can

be deduced _rom fiqure 7. The position on the-airfoil

N sure is given by S, the arc length aloha the surfac_

measured from the leading edge. S is measured in chords

!

_ and is positive on the upper surface and negative on the

! lower surface. The vertical position, dimensionless with

i c, in a plane per_endicular to the _'ee stream is given by

Yo" The mass of water droplets betwe_,n the two particle

trajectories a distance 6y o a]'art in the free stream is

distr_butec_ over a lenqth 6S on the a_zfoil surface. As

the length _S approaches zero, the local im},i_gement

_fficiency becomes

dyo

8 = -- (25)dS

Note that in the free stream 6yo equals 6S so that

B = I as :equire3. _,c_n now be calculated by taking the

derivative of the Yo as a function of S curve derived from

individual @ropl_t trajectory calculations.

The t_tal mass flow rate o[ water caught per unit

span by the, airfoil is then given by
- !

M= U_c / SU Sds



Here th_ limits 3 U an"d SL are, respectivelT, the naximum

limits of droplet impingement on the airfoil upper and

lower surfaces. 8y substituting eq. (25) for _ in eq.

(26), M becomes

M = UAcAy o (27}

The total mass collected by the _irfoil then depends on

Y0' the distanc_ in the free stream b_.twe_n the upper

and lower tangent trajectories, figure 7. It is

convenient to define an overall collection efficiency, E,

to evaluate and compare the impingement or catch rates _If

various airfoils. The collection efficiency is defined by

the rate of mass caught dividea by that of the free stream

h

Here h ca[] have two different walues. Some researchers

take h as the maximum airfoil thickness to chord ratio,

while others use the maximum projected frontal height,

_ which is a function of angle of attack. This paper uses

the later definition unless otherwise specified.

The preceding discussion describes the calculation of 8

,here the icing cloud contains only a single droplet size.

In general clouds contain a distribution of particle sizes

about so_e volume mean diameter, YMD. To represent the

total impinaement efficiency, St,for a point or, the
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airfoil including the particle siz@ distribution effect,

the equation i_

6min

Here 6(<_,S) is the impinoement efficiency at a point.. S on

the airfoil surface duo to a particle siT.e _. Langm;lir

[9]_has-define@ four particle size @istributians about the

VHD whic_h..are fairly r_presentative of actual icing

clour_.s. The di._trib_iofls ai'efdd_efined by V, the

cummulative voluble of wate_ in the cloud, as a function of _,

the droplet diameter. The (dr/d6) term i'n eq. (29) is the

derivative of this curve and is a function of only 8.

Considerino the entire range of droplet sizes also

complicates the calculation o£ the total n_ass and

collection efficiency, the total mas._ beeom(:_

SL _min

a_d the coll_c_.ion efficiency is

/__ax

E t =
\uO/ ...._'min

llere Ay o (_) i_; the di£ference in the Y0 val_es in the free

stream between the tangent trajectories for a particle of

size _. The value Ay o (_) can be determined directly ft'om

tho analysis or i_ given by

Ayo (_)= _(_, S) dS (32)

..... S u
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The impingement efficiency, 8, and as a result the

total mass caught, M, and the collection efficiency, E,

can now be determine¢_ by combining the results of several

droplet trajectory c___alcul__ations. For the rime ice case,

knowing _ as a function of S and the free stream

i -conditions permits the prediction of an ice shape.

Ice Sha_e Calculation

Using the information provided by the 8 curve an ice

shape can be predicted for the case of dry accretion (rime

ic_). Glauret [8] recognized this relationship betwee_

and the rime ice deposit. However he was only able to

9ire a pictorial representation of the shape by measuring

o_|t from the surface a distance pr_o_ortional (to an

arbitrary scale) to the local rate of droplet impingement.

- Wilder [41] has calculated rime ice shapes assuming the

ice grows out mormal to the airfoil surface, but has

i_nored the local curvature of the airfoil surface. Here

the equation for ice growth will be derived including the

effect of surfac_ curvature and an arbitrary directicn of

ice arowth.

Consider an area dA perpendicular to the free stream

velocity vector. The mass of water passing through this

ar_a in a time _t is

m = U_tSdA
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Not_ _ is the collection !,fficioncy on the sub-face dA.

The vohume of ice..,i.' tiN', represent_Ll by m i_

Oice

_earranqing an_1 nondimez_sionalizing £' by__c_

£ = Ac _ (33)

,here Ac is a new similarity parameter qiven as

Ac _ _Uk_t (34)
Pice c

The accumulation parameter can be interprettCd as the

lenqth of the ice qrowik in airfoil chords that would

occur on an ima_inary flat plate place perpen_licular to

the free stre_[_, in a tJ_,te At. Not_ thai 8 = I On this

flat plate. Thu accumulation parameter _overns the rilne

icin_ prodess once a _ curve has beon determinet_. It is

co_?el, ient to represent ire cros._ sectional area of an ice

shape in ter:1_s-of Ac u_;ing the _,xpression

fSLA = Acid S
SU

Per+formin_ th_ int_nration the _,rea becomes

A = AcAy O (35)

Since Ac and AVo are both dimensionles. _, the area given by

eq. (35) ha:; _init._ of ._quare. chor_!s.



Now usinq the concepts of accumulation parameter, Ac,

and local impinoement efficiency, 8, the ice shape can be

determined. Figure 8 shows the ice growth_(cross-hatched)

on a small segment of the curved airfoil surface dS. Here

.- is the assumed direction of ice growth and r' the

effective radius of cur_atur_ oZ %he surface. (The

effective radius of curvature will be defined later.)

From geometry and noting that the ice area must equal Ac 8dS,

_ £2
+ _ = ca6)

2r' cos_

This may be solved for £, and is the general expression

for the length of the ri_e ice accretion, for a qiven Ac,

at a point, S, on the airfoil surface. Here 8, #, and r'

are all functions of S. Two special cases of eq. (36) are

of particular importance.

The first case is to allow the ice to grow out normal

, to the surface. Here _ = 0 and r' is just r, the local

radius of curvature of %he airfoil surface. Eq. (35) then

I becomes for-normal growth
<

Here a nonlinear term arises due to the radius of

curvature of the airfoil, r. This term has been dropped

_ii by other researchers when calculating £. This assomption

is Justifiable for s._all values of Ac or for airfoils with
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8 large leading edge radius. Note that when r is large,

eq. (._7) shows that the length of the ice is just Ac_.

The importance of the nonlinear term can easily be-

evaluated by comparing the integrated area of the ice

shap_ to the exact area AcL_yo, - -

A s_cond R_ode of ice growth has been suggested in

. which the ic(_ urows back out along the particle trajectory

[39 ]. In this case £ is directed along the tangent to the

particle trajectory and is given by eg. (36). Here _ is

w the angle between the normal to the surface and the

tangent to the _ncom_ng tr-aJectory, figur_ 9. The r' in

eg. (36) is the eguivalent radius of curvature. It is a

measure of the rate at which the trajectories are

converging or aiverq_ng as they intersect the airfoil

surface and is 9iven by

r' = - dS (38)
d_

Here S is the arc length along the surfac_ and the

direction of growth ? is a_ _%own in figure 9. It is not

unusu_ for r' to be negative for tangent ice growth.

This occurs when two adjacent trajectories are diverging

as tKey intersect the airfoil. In this case £ will be

imaginary fo_- Ac farmer than so,_e criiical value and this

limits th_ amount of ice growth that can be predicted _n a

s_n_le step.
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Two modes of ice growth, nor_lal and tangent, have been

discussed in lelation to the solution eq. (36). HoWever

eq. (36) can be used for any ice qrowth scheme if the

trajectory tangent in figure 9 is replaced by the assumed

direction of arowth and I' and # are determined

accordingly. No matter what scheme is used, after eq.

(36) is sol,ed for £, it is easy %0 calculate the ice

-_hape by _oving o_t from the airfoil surface a distance

in the _ direction.

Ti me -_f fe cts

As the ice accumulation builds on the leading edge~ o_

am airfoil, the i:lowfielO must slowly adjust to the new

boundary conditions imposed by the change in shape. This

chanqe in the airfoil shape, and the _esultinq change in

the flowfiel_, will naturally alter the impingement rates

on the surface. _s the impingement rates chanqe, the

shape of the resulting ice a_cretion will also change with

time. Therefore the ice accretion process is a function

of time, and must be modelled accordingly if accurate

analytical predictions arp to be realized. The failure of

initi,,l icing rate ci_Iculation_ [37], or shapes based on

them, to accu1"atoly predict the ezperimental results

reinfoTces the need to include time dependence in the

model. One method of mo_ellilla the effect of time is a

time--stepping approach. The time-stepning meLhod assumes
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that the ice accretion can be broken down into e series of

B stea_y stato proc_ss,:._;. The accuracy of the metho@ is due

. in I,a1"t to the step size chosen.

The s_heme used to perform the time steppinq is itself

relatively stzaight forward. Lath tim_ Ete[, can be broken

down into three par_ts:

1) The flowfiel_1 is generated
J

2) The curve is calculated from the8 pa.rticle

trajectories

3) AI_ ice shal_e is g_n_rated

i Th_se stel)_; are then repeated until the desired icing timei,_, reache_.. ]I_ ,raciict, the procedure may be very

difficult _,'ince the iced airfoil coordinates qeneratecl in

'_ steI" 3 may be too "rough" to Ferlr_it the calculation of a

J flow field. A ._ch_ for smoothinq these coordinates Is

d.i_cus__:(_din Section TV along with the n_Imerical ]

M

for._,IllatJo]1of the I)toble_n.
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The theoretical analysis presented in _ection III has

bt_en prQqrammed fol" commuter solution. This section

dpscribes the numerical procedures and computer codes used

to predict the rime ice growth on airfoils. The sol%Ition

is formulate4 into three steps which utilize four computer

Frograms. Thee three stems are:

I) Dro)xlet trajectory calculation including
flowfield %lenezation and the determination of
impingement rates

2) Eim_ ice shape calculation

3) Iteration and coordinate s_Joothin_

Step I contains two computer proqra1_s, while st_p 2 and 3

contain one each. A fl_chart for the entire rime ice

methodology is given in figure 10. Only the flowfield

code was not written especially for this study.

Dropl_t Trajectory Calculation

To calculate the droplet trajectory reouires the

numerical solution of eq. (4). Lq. (4) is _olved in %he

cartesian c_rdinate system shown in figure II. The _-y

a_is is used for the trajectory calculation while the x _-

_' system is us_ in the flowfield code. All inputs and
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E
outputs to the trajectory code are in the x-'i system. The

i initial conditions nee_dd_ to solve eg. (_) are the droplet

velocity and position in the free stream. The particle is

Ii
assumed to be travelling with the free stream at some

finite distance in front of the airfoil, usually five

chord lengths. The initial y coordinate is selected so

the particle either strikes or misses the airfoil as

desired.

_q. (_) is a_ se_ond__or__ nonlinear, ordinary

differential equation. Equations of this ripe are

. generally written in component form and reduced to first

order for numerical solution. This results in a system of

four simultaneous differential equations which can be

solved by a step integration method. However this system

is stiff, and requires special numerical treatment fo? a ...........

stable solution.

A stiff system has in its general solution eigenvalues

which may be orders of magnitude different in absolute

valuo and therefore _ach dominates the solution in

different regions. If not handled properly this leads to

unstable solutions _62]. This numerical formulation uses

a variable step size, predictor-corrector scheme suitable

for stif_ systems by Gear [63,6q]. when compared with the

Adams method on this system of equations, the stiff _ethod

reduces th_ computation time by at least a factor of two.



The system of differential equations can now be solved

if a local velocity vector, 5, and a droplet drag law are

provided. The flowfield velocity calculation will be

discussed in detail in the next section. This program
calls a subroutine which provides the velocity at any

i point (x,y) in the flowfield. Several droplet @rao

equations are available as discussed in Section IIl. This

program use_ the drag law of Langmuir [9] given in eg.

(S) .

A trajectory calculation is termina_t_e_d when the

particle strikes the airfoil surface or misses and moves

past the body. Polynomial fits %0 the trajectory and

airfoil surface are used to determine the exact impact

point, @ as shown in fiaure 9, and the surface length S as

LD figure ?. The tangent trajectories, figure 7, are

calculated using an extrapolation procedure based on £he

impingement angle.

Usino this method the program can supply the Ay O,and Yo =

__ yo(S) needed to_calc_tLi__ie the local and overall collection

efficiencies. _iI these calculations are controlled

internally by the computer program, by error limits input

by the user.

Pioure 12 shows a typical Yo versus S ].lot generated

by the program. The symbols ar_ the results of actual

droplet trajectory calculations. These points are curve
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fit using a cubic s_line which forces the slope to zero at

each end ooint. This scheme for spline fitting the Yo vs

S curve mu_t be modified for certain special cases. For

large values of K the airfoil upper or lower surface,
l_

dependina on the angle of attack, may collect ice all the

way to the trailing edge. In this case 8 doe_ not equal

zero at this limit of imL,ingement and therefor the second

derivative, rather than the first, is set equal to zero at

this endpoint.

Another special case-results when an area of the

airfoil, between the maximum limits of impinqement,

coll_cts no ice. This results in a discontinuous Yo vs S

curve. In this case the curve is fit in two pieces which

are connected by a region of zero impingement, _= 0.

This second c,_se occurs on airfoils with cusps, such as

the NACA six series a%rfoils. Bere the most forward

region of the cusp may collect no ice _or large K's and

high _'s, while the aft segment _oos collect ice. This

may also occur near the leading edge when time steFplng

loads to a concave region in the ice shape.

The spline fit is then used to calculate the local

impingement efficiency, 8, which is the slope of the

curvp, fiqure 13. The 8 distribution and airfoil geometry

are stored on disc to be used for the ice shape

calculation.

°



Flowfield ii

The _!o_fi_.Id velocities regu.ired for the solution of

eq. (4) are generated using the Theodorsen method. A -

modified version of the flowfield code by Woan [60] is run

°nc_ and t:_" tra_sf°rmat_°n results are st°red °n disc" " !J

Input to the Ilowfield cDde are the airfoil coordinates in
i

the x'-y' coordinate system, figure 11. The droplet ,'

trajectory code reads in the results of the I!

transformation.

When the velocity at any x-y point is required, the

velocity subEoutine in the droplet trajectory code _irst

n_ust rotate to the x'-y' system, then transform the x_-y '

point to the circle plane of the transformation. The

transformation to the circle plane is nonlinear and

therefore a Newton-Raphson iter_tive technique is used.

Once in the circle plan_ the velocity calculation is

s£raiuhtforward. Note that this method calculates the

velocity from the translurmation at each point required by

: the :=twD integration differential equation solver; a

matrix o[ stored velocities with an interpolation scheme
|

is not used by this program.

A s_cond program by Woan [60] is aTailable tom

calculate an inviscid C i, Cm, and aLO if desired. This

program also generates a Cp plot which is useful in

ensurin0 smooth airfoil coordinates.
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Ice ShaDe Calculation

Eq. (36) must be solved for £ to deteruline the rime

ice sha;_. The ice shar_ prediction code reads in 8 as a

function of S, @ (see figure 9) as a function of S, and

the the airfoil coordinates from__the__disc file ,ritten by

the droplet trajectory code. The accumulation parameter,

Ac, is the only physical variable read in directly by the

proqram. Internally the pr_oqram must calculate $, _,

and e, figure 9, and either the surface radius of

curvature, r, or the effective radius of curvature, r', in

order to-solve for £ and-calculnte the ice shape

coo _-dinates, i

For normal ice growth, eg. (37), the surface radius of 1

curvature, and the direction of the outer normal, e, are

needed as a function of S. Both terms can b_.,found from a

polynomial fit to the air[oil Coordinates. For airfoils

with rouah coordinates, e is calculated at the droplet

impact points and e vs. S is fit _sing a cubic spline.

From the cubic spline e and r ( r = -dS/d£ ) can-be

calculated-at any-S location. This proce0ure prowides

smoother values bf e and r.

Fo_ non-normal ic_ growth, eq. (36), r', _, and @ must

be determined. For the tanqen_ case @ is known at each,

part_ule impact point and £ can be calculated _rom a

polynomial fit of the airfoil. Then $ ( _ = e �_/2- 8 )
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versus S can b_. spline fit and r', eq. (38), _, and _ ca_
D

he feund for any S location. The code allows for ice ...............
J

m

qrowth directions__other___than normal, £, and tangent, _. -

' By redefining the angles _ and ¢ to be measured with
respect to the assumed ice arowth direction,instead of the

!:

i trajectory tangent, the same method that was used for the

i _ tangent csu-_ecan be used here. Then the assumed icegrowth direction % can be chosen arbitrarily.
j
i With £ and the direction of _rowth de%ermined, each

airfoil coordinate a_fected by -the ice is recalculated.

T,his uenerates the iced airfoil coordinates. A

trapezoidal integration is used to de%ermine the ice shape

area to be checked aaai_st the exact area, eg. (35}. The

original and iced airfoil coordinates are written on disc

for input to the next code.

Iteration and Smoothin S

Airfoil analysis codes are in general very sensitive

to-l_)t_h the first and second derivatives of %he airfoil

shape as provided by the input coordinate,t, After the

airfoil has been iced, the coordinates are often too rough

to run well in these programs. Existillq airfoil

coordinate smoothing programs were not designed for, and

therefore can not handle the ty_,eF of airfoil shapes that

result from the icing analysis. Therefore, a _-oordinate

smoothin_ program was written specifically for the Acing
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problem.

Th_ smoothing is accomplished by force fitting a ......

polynomial of the form [65]

y = CN+IXP + CN XN + CN_I XN-I + .... + Cl X + Co (39)

to both the upper and lowe_ surface of the ice shape. The

exponent p is a fraction to allow the matching of the

leading edge radius of the ice, and N is the order of the

polynomial. The desired first derlvatJve is automatically

satisfied at the lea@ing edge, and the function is forced

to match the slope o_ the airfoil surface just. aft of the

ice accretion.

An additional smoothinq routine is available when the

ice shape is not of the form of eq. (39). In this case

the ice sha_e is essentially smoothed by hand with the

help of an interactive computer graphics program. The

program displays the original airfoil leading edge and the

new iced airfoil shape. By using the_ cursors the iced

airfoil coordinates can be adjusted to provide the desired-

I smoothing and coordinate distribution.

When time-steppino an ice build-up the smoothing

proqram is av_ilable to generate ice6 airfoil coordinates

to be used in the flowfield code. Dependinq on the value

. of the accumulation parameter, coordina.te smoothing m_y or

may act be required for every rise step. On the last ti_e
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._tep smoothing may b_, ro_]L_irod L_,for_ the aero3?namic

,_ndly._i._ of tho _,._:_]itinq icod ,_irfoil can b_,-

, accom|, lis he_1.
L
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.... V. AEFODYNAMIC A_LA_LYSI$

The most serious effects of ice formations on airfoils

are the reductions in maximum lift coefficient and a

sJqnificant ri.se in drag. _lli_e_i_ce changes the airfoil

q_iztetry an<_ adds roughness to the airfoil. These two

effects aFe p£imarily responsible for %he chan_e in

airfoil uerformance due to rime ice. Existing airfoil

analysis codes are able to analyT.e the iced airfoil shape,

but do not properly handle the roughness effects. As a

result, the effect el the change in airfoil shape and

surfa¢:_ roughness must b_ handled separately. The new

airfoil shatx_ will be handled analytically, while the

roughnes.,_ eff_,cts will be..accoullted for using empirically

based correct ions.

Ice ShaDp A_alysis

R_me ic_ accretions are streamlined in shape but do

not bl@nd s_oo_hly into the airfoil shape. In addition

-- the shape itself may not be "smooth" wit}, respect to the

reguirements for good ._ir_oil leading edge geometries.

Due to the q_ol, et_y of the ice shape s_vere adwerse

p_s_ure gradients occur in the leading edge region.

These qradien_s triq_]ur the- /xLtm_tion of _small zones o_
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separated flow [separation bubbles) which at higher angles

of attack may lead to massive separation and stall. While

-s_rface rouqhnes_, may dl: o triquger premature stall, This

analysis assumes that the reduction in maximum lift

coeificieni of iced airfoils is due to the chanqe in

loading edge shape alone.

. The Eppler [61 ] airfoil analysis code is used to

predict the effect of the ice shape. The code uses a

_ sophisticated potential flowfield model of distributed
s

surface sinaularities with parabolic strengths on-curved

surface p_nels. The versio,_ of the code used has been

modified •to include the compressibility effects on the

potential flow. Under this potential flow an integral

boundary layer method is used to calculate the skin

friction. A ,ouuhness factor is iDcluded but its Only

effect is to cause early transition from laminar to

turbulent flow. A special featui'e of the proqram is an

approximate calculation of the maximum lift coefficient.

The lift is calculated by usina the two dimensional lift

curve slope and a corzected absolute angle-of attack. The

correction reduces the angle of attack based on the size

of thi_ separated zone.

The airfoil analysis proqram is used to analyze both

the original airfoil and the airfoil with the _ime ice

sha_e_ The program prowides the lilt, drag, and pitchinu '

llmmll mm
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• om_nt coefficients for both cases as well as d_tailed

_,r_ssure distributions. The dra_] prediction for the icc_

Y haDe mu_t ._til/__he corrected for roughness effects.

Rouohness. Effects

_ _ T_ rough1_,,ss caused by ride icing is large compared

to the boundary layer t.hick_ness. This roughness not only

increases the local skin friction, but it can remove a

censiderable amount of kinetic energy fro_ the boundary

layer. This increases the skin friction drdg and adds

pressure dra<:-due %0 the base drag o£ the rouahness

elements an,i the reduction in prossure recovery due to the

thickening of the boundary layer [2]. This reduction in

pressure r_,cuvpry-can lead to premature stall due to

boundary layer separdtiun at lower than expec%e_ angles of

attack ...........

In a recent pa_,er Drumby [56] has comI_iled the

existing data on the elfect of roughness on maximum lift

coefficient. This summary is shown in figure 14. The

data shows the rather dramatic red,Jc%ion in mau_imum lift

,_ue to r_31atively moderate levels o£ roughness. Also

presented in Brumby's paper is _ good discussion of the

o|_rational as}_ects of wing surface roughness. Although

fic]ur,, 13 will not be use,] directly in this analysis, it

d_s provide a gsod check on the analytical results.
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Gray [3] presented an empirical correlation to pr¢,dict L_

dra_; incr_lent_: du_ to airfoil icing.

•-_Cd =[8 7 x -_XBmax

2m r-/ E \1/3

2.52r 0"I sin 4 12_.)sin L5.43_),___| - 81 (40)32-T/

• )
This uquation was, however, developed primarily for the

i felt to be the mot(, serious
ice case which was

probl_'m. The co[reli_tio;, is linear with time which _does

not accuratolw re|r_ser_t th_ rime datn. Therefore a new

correlation i._, neede_ which is developed specifically for

the rimp ic_ casp.

The an_oul,t of aocd data available for %he draa of

_irfnil._ with rJ,,e ice _,._very limiled. Thec,:fore th_

problem wa._:formul_ted to take advantaqe of %he data on

airfoils with leading edqe roughness. |When qood ice¢_

air[oil drac_ data is available, this correlation could be

easily modifiec1 to incluup thi_ new information.) Figure

15 shows th,_ duaq incre,_e w,i_s/g_ ice _ccumulation (a

function of t_,) for both _laze and rim_ conditions [36].

Note that the increa:;e iT_ drac_ fop the _11a.z,_case. _s

ap!_roxi_at_,Iv linear as _r,,.]icied by GraF's eg. (_0).

However for th_ rime case, the draq increas,_s rapidly a%

first, th_,n ],,vels of_ and increases l_n,-arly at'-a reduced
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rate. This analysis, as shown by the dotted line, ignores !

/ the initial rapid increase and matches the linear sectionB ---

assuming a steD increase in drag as soon as icing begins.m

£ The in_tenc_t of the linear drag law proposed can be

i obtaine,_ from figure 16. These empirical curves were

obtained from published experimental results on airfoils

i -with leading _ag_ roughness. Note that diflerent types or

i of are affected differently by _
families airfoils

D roughness. These diffeI_nces are due primarily to the

amount of laminar flow the clean airfoil experiences.
-

Gray allowe_ for this change by including terms based on

the a_rfoil leadina edge radius. Giver, a particular

airfoil, figure 16 can be used to estimate the step draw

r_e. A value of k/c = 0.001 is representative of the

initial roughnes. ¢,of the ice.

With the constant term in the proposed drag

correlation determined, the form of the time dependent

term must be developed. The independent variable _ust be

dimensio_l_ss to remove the scale eff(-ct. For example,

two airfoils of different chord lengths which have the

same scaled ice accumulations should have the same

increase in drag. RepresQntinu the draa rise as a

function of ice accumulation would however gi_ these two

airfoils-different draa increments. A better choice of

_ the indepen_e|tt-variable is the dimensionless coll_ction
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parameter, AcE. This is just the cross sectional area of

the ice shape divided by the projected height of the -
r

airfoil. Her_ the initial value of E from the theoretical
p -- L--__

analysis is used and note Ac is linear with time.

Figure 17 shows some of t_he ajailable rime ice data

plotted versus the collection parameter, AcE. Note that

for all the airfoils the slope of the curve is the same.

The predicted results shown on figure 17 u-se the values ........

from figure 16 for t_e _cU = 0 drag increments.

Expressing the re,_ul_ts of figures 16 and 17 in_equation

form

where I is the constant which depends on the airfoil type,

Table 3.

Table 3 Constants For The Drag Equation

_irfoil Type Drag Constant, I Typical k/c

4 and 5 Dia_t 184 ,,001

65 Series 218 .001
6_ Series 232 .00 1 -

i 65 Series 252 .001

66 Series 290 .00

The new drag of the iced airfoil is then given by

Cdiced =(I.+ _C d) C d

Note that in all cases _Cd is based on the C_ for the

i
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hydraulically smooth airfoil at the given angle of attack.

This removes a possible source of error since all models

may have different roughness levels due to the

construction techniques or condition of the surface.

Analysis Pr oc_ure

T_e aerodynamic analysis can be summarizeQ as:

1) Calculate the icing characteristics and rime ice
shape usin9 the procedures described in Sections
III an_ IV

2) Use the airfoil code to analyze the clean
airfoil

3) use the airfoil c.ode to analyze the smooth iced
airfoil to preUict the change in maximum lift
cop fficient

_) Use es. (_1) to correct the draq analysis for
roughness effects

Step 1 not only predicts the ic_ shape but the

collection efficiency, E, which is needed to determine the

drag in step _. N_xt the clean airfoil performance is

analyzed to provide a baseline &nd also to generate the

value of Cd which the correlation of step a is based. The

smooth ice sha_ is then analyzed ,;sing the-airfoil code

to determine the _aximum lift and Ditching moment.

Finally the emgirical corrections are made to yield the

e_-_c£ on drag due to the rime ice. This correlation

r_lies upon published data and the results of steps I and

2. This method for analyzing the aero4ynamic effects of
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rime ice on airfoils uses the analytical methods which are

i available or have been developed here, and supplements

I these with _mpirical r_su_ts__when needed.

)
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VI RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Th_ purpose _f this study was-to develop an analytical

method to a_alvze the rime icinq-of airfoils. Therefore,

this section dedls primnrily with the validation ot this

_etho0. The analysis will be compar_d to other analytical

results and to the experimental data which are available

or were gener_te_ specifically for this validation. In

addition, limitet_ use of the method has been made to

analyze the effects of c_rt_in parameters on icing rates.

Tr_jector v Analysis Validation

Lan_muir [9] first formulated the droplet trajectory

equation for numerical solution on a differential

analyser. S_veral calcul_tions were made for t[_e case of

a circular cylinder, since this flowfield can be expressed

Jn closed form. LanamuJr's result._: w_re often used as

test cases foF the NACA and other trajector7 calculation

•.eth od s.

Table 4 is a summary of some o_ the analytical

predictions of icin_ rates on circular cylinders.
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Table 4 Comparison of The Present Method to That of
Langmuir [9] and Lozowski [67] for Cylinder
Icing Rates

Langmuir Lozowski Bragg

Case No. 1 2 I 2 I 2

R 600 100 600 100 600 100

K 18 0.5 I_ 0.5 18 0.5
Vx 1.056 0.494 1.056 0._77 Io026 0.425

Vy 0.193 0.725 0.196 0.650 0.195 0.623
E 0.819 0.156 0.81q 0.170 0.812 0.155

8max 0.885 0.3q8 0.898 0.376 0.900 0.363
%m 7g.8 3_.2 79.5 35.6 79.1 34._

Included in the tabl_ are the results of Langmuir and

Blodgett [9], Lozowski and Oleskiw [67], and the present

method. The results of two test cases are shown. Here Vx

and Vy are the dimensionless velocity components of the

tangent trajectory particle as it strikes the cylinder. 8ma x

is the maximum iMpingeuient efficiency which for a circular"
W

cylinder with no circulation occurs at 8 = 0 degrees.

Here @ is the angle which defines a point on the c_-]linder

with _ = 0 being the forward stagnation point. The limit

of impingement for the sTmmetric c_se is the%, em _
m

As indic_ated, all three methods agree verF well on the

-_ first tpst case, table 4. The agreement is withim one

percent on th(. value of F and 8m, while the values of _max

-=--_, are within two percent However for case two, while the

agreement is good, there are some more significant

differences. Case 2 is a more severe test than Case 1
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since the value of K is almost 20 times smaller. This

, s_mll value of K results in particles which are much _ore

. affected by the flowfie-ld and therefore their trajectories

£
_. are more difficult to calculate accurately. Here

Langmuir's method and the present method agree closely,

i while Lozowski's calculations are about ten percent higherin collection efficiency.

source of the differences is not obvious. All
The

three methods use different equation solvers, drag laws,

and flowfield models. The allowable errors in the

numerical schemes may also be different. The present

method was run with the allowable error in E not to exceed

one percent. No error tolerances were reported by

Lanamui_ or Loeowski. The most likely explanation of the

difference in Lozowski's c_Iculations is the drag law

chosen. Since these particles do have low inertia, a

small change in the assumed Cd could have a large effect

on the results.

Droplet trajectory cmlculations can also be compared

to early gACh results for impingement on a N_CA 65A00q

airfoil. Figure 18 shows the early calculations [19]

compared to the present m_thod for the airfoil at zero

degrees angle of attack. The comparison i!: quite goo,_

considering the errors involved in the early calculations.

Brun [ 17] estimates the error in 8 for %he NACA method to
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b_ about t_r. p_rcent. This i._, due to the severe velocity

_rad_ent._ around the small leading edge radius and the

difficulty in curve £_tting, and dete_r_ning the slope of,

r th_ Yo versus S curv_ to _let 8. The present method

i _rforms this calcul_tion routinely to within one or two

per ce_ t.

_ecenti7 analytical result_ of airfoil droplet

impingement have been published by Lozowski and Oleskiw

[_7]. tozowski's general numerical- schemc_ is the same.as

the prPsent analysis, while the details of the solution

varies in several areas. Figure 19 is a comparison of

Lozow._._i's results and the presen_ metho_ for a NACA 0015

airfoil at _ight dearees angle of attack. The results of

the two method_ are in good agree q_ent _n all areas. The

limits of i_pingement, Sma x , and the _ curve itself are

practicall_ identical. Lozowski's reported collection

efficiency of 0.501 seems high when compared to the two .......

curves and the value of 0.473 for the present method.

Figure 20 shows a similar comparison at a slightly

different condition. However here Lozowski [67] has

included the _assett unsteady me_,ory term which was

d_opped from the differential equation used in this

method. The comparison is still good, with Loz, _ski's

results showin_ _re droplet impingement. The addition

- qr_atlv complicates the droplet trajectory calculatfon and
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results in only a small chanqe in _. This correction is,

however, within the the error caused by the difficulty in

measuring the droplet site distribution in a cloud, and

also the _rror inherent in a sphere drag curve fit.

L_mited e_perin, ental data is available for water

d_'oplet impingement rates on airfoils [30 ]. These data

were taken using the d-ye tracer technique in the NACA

Icing Research Tunnel. Impingement data taken on a NACA

65-212 airfo_l at four degrees angle of attack are

colnpared to the theoretical results of this method in

figure 21. The comparison between the theoretical and

_xDerimental results is quite good. The absolute value of 8

from the experiment may not be accurate due to the

problems in the calibration of the free stream conditions.

However the limits of im}ingemenl and overall character of

%he curves conlpar_ very well. It should be noted that in

the e_periment the droplets wer_ not of a singl_ uniform

size as was assumea in the present calc_,lation. This

point will be discussed in the _ext section.

I The present method and computer code for calculating

droplet trajectories and ultimately i_pingement rates has

been compared to earlier works. Results fro_ two very

early analytical method_ and a recent Canadian method

corn?are very well to the present results. These

comparisons were made on both airfoils and cylinders.
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Comparison of the presenl._m_e_t_tohf__to exmerimental results

was also-shown to be vel-y qood. The p_:'esent me_thod has

therefore been shown to be valid and y_eld very a____ccurate

droplet impinqement results.

VMD _Dproxima tion

Actual icinq clouds contain a 4istribution of water

droplet si_es. 9'iqure 22 shows the resulting _ curves for

droplets from 10 to 50 microns impinq'nn_on a NACA 0012

airfoil at an anQle of attack e_ five dearee_. The

trajectories of the smaller particles are dc_,inatea by the

_]ra_ term in the di;ferential equation since the inertia

is small. The dro;:l_ts follow the streamlines more

closely and therefore few imDinqe on the leadin o edge.

For the la_qer droplets the inertia term domihates an_ a

larqe percentaoe of the particles impinae on the airfoil

l_a._ing edge,......Note that the area under the 8 curve is

pi-oportional to the total mass striking the airfoil,

therefore clouds of larger partfcles will increase the

mass of ice accrete_.

Usina the metho_l of Section IT_ and a Langmuir V

distribution of particle sizes, a B curve to: the entire

cloud of nonuniform _roplet sizes can be predicted, fiqure

23. _Iso depicted in figu_- 23 is the _ curve for a single

_roplet size, the volu_e _edian diameter, V_D. The ¥_D'is

the droplet diam,,ter for which half the volume of water in
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the cloud is made un of dropleis laL'g_r than th_ VMD, and

half the volume from d_oplets smalle_ than the VMD. As

seen in the figure, the VMD _ curve is a very good

approximation to th,_ actual icinq cloud results. -The %'MD ill
• I

-- an_2roximation slightly over predicts the 8 max and has 1

reduced ma_utmum limits of impinqemel, t. However these
i

pr_ol-s _re acceptable in exchange for the reduction in !

_omputor time. lanorinq the droplet size distribution

effects saves an order of magnitude in computer time by

re_ucin_ the |lumber (,f droplet diameters which must be

run. _n a,_lition it eliminates completely the

c,%Icu]ations needed to combine thi_ information into one

_urv_. Therefore, unless stated ot-herwise, all

imnin_e:,ent calculatiolls presented her_ will use the YMD

aD_ fOX i,,ati on.

S(-alino Parameter Validation

The simllif_ed similarity parameters Ko and K have

b_n derived in Section III. Both parameters combine Ru

_n,1 K into a .ein_11e dimensionless _luantity which greatly

._i%plifie. _ the icin_ prob:em. These parameters cat, be

use:_ tu facilitate data prpsentation and to define test

L:ondition_: for scale model tests. Here experimental and

num,.rical data aro used to co,_},are and evaluate the

modified inertia parameter, K O, and the tra._ectory

similarity Darameter, _.:._
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Historically icing data has been presented using the

modified inertia parameter. The deQree to which K
o

compresses this data %o a single curve Provides a measure

of the accuracy__of the approximation. Fiqure 24 SHOWS the

_ airfoil collection effici,:ncy, £, for three different free

stTeam ._e-ynolds numbers and for various values of

plotted versus K o. The results are from an early N_.CA

analytical study [17] of a NACA 65A00_ airfoil at f_r

_• dogro,_s_amltl_ of. attack. The same data ar_ plotted as a

function of _ in fiaure 25. }_ere C is taken as one and

7 - 0.35 as discussed earlier. Both parameters reduce the
a

data toward a sinQle curve, but the K parameter shows

somewhat less deviation from the curve. It is not clear

| - from these results if the scatter in the data is caused by

i the similaritx parameter approxim_]-tion, or if the erro_ is

in the numerical results for P..

To attempt to resolve this uncertainty the present

_}roplet trajectory code was use_] to qenerate similar data.

;_re a NACA 0012 airfoil at zero degrees angle of attack

was analyzed at three different values of RU and five

values of K. Those results, plotte_ as a functio_ of KO

and K, are ,liven in figures 26 and 27, respectively. Here

bot_ KO and K do an excellent job of reducing the data to

a single curve. This sugQests that the. scatter in figures

i 2_ and 25 is error in the early numerical data, and not a
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reflection upon the accuracy of Ko and _.

Both the modified ilertia _,arameter and the trajectory

si_il_rit,/ parameter simplify the droplet trajectory data

presentation. An additional numerical check on the

vali@ity of the parameters can be made by comparing scaled

dcoplet impin_e:nent efficiency curves. The _esults of

using K o and K as scoling parameters for a one-sixth scale
w

model are shown in figure 28. These curves were generated

using the method an_ computer code described earlier.

For scalina droplet trajectories the K _arameter has a

definite edqe over KO sinc_ 7 may be optimized for each

dropl_t size (the VMD if a distribution is coI_sidered).

The procedure used for determing ? described earlier

yields a 7 of 0.30 for the 15 micron full scale droplet

and 0.39 for th'e 30 ,.icron size droplet size droplet. The

walues of R U and K used as well as the droplet diameter,

ar_ given in table 5.
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i Table 5 Scaled variablp._ for Analytical Icing Test
Usizug-/L and K

i Full Scale One-Sixth Scale M_el

Ko

6 (_m) 15.0 5.23 5.05
115.6 40.30 38.93

U_ 0.0393 0.0286 0.0267

6 (_m) 30.0 9.86 9.60

R U 231.2 75.97 73.98
K 0.1572 0.1018 0.0966

Note that for-this example it was assumed th_3._only

the particle "_iameter wcmld be changed to provide the

scaling. All other variables such as the aircTaft

! velocity, droplet density, air density, etc would be held

constant. This yields an eguation for the droplet

diameter of I"

2-_

The important results of the scaling comparison of figure

28 are summariz__d_i_ _ 6.
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Table 6 Results of _he Dreplet Trajectory Scaling

Comparison

i Full Scale One-Sixth Scale .....
i i,, i

:- _= 15 pnJ

_ _ 0.05'___ 0.0557 0.0508

Bmax 0.332 -- 0.331 0.323

F, 0. 173 0.17_ 0,166

_i _max 0.568 0.563 0.563

:'i_ While K O does a reasol_able job of reproducing the full

scale tr-ejectorJes, the added flexibillty in the

uara_i,eter allows for an excellent trajectory _alinq. No

ex_,e_imental r_sults ale available to evaluate the

similarity _e.1"ameter_; for the airfoil icin_ scdlina

prohle_ ....

Howevel-, recently published _xperimental l_esults by

Orlnsbee and _ragg [ 54] are available _or a similar droplet

frajectory case. In these tests conducted in the NAS_

Lan_l_y ¥ortex Hesearch Facility, thr_ geen_etrically

srrale_i aaric_]t_ral airL_aft models were _sed to inject

scal_] spherical particles Into the model wake. Using th,_

c_,plete set of similarity parameters for %b_, droplet

dyna_ic._ R U, K, and Fr results Jn a unique scaled test
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p_rticle o._ low density and large diameter. Relaxing %he

constraints on the scaled particles bLreplacin _ P'U and _ __.

by K yields an infinite num_r of candidate test

particles. This greatly simplifies the task of obtainina
-- o

tn_ test uarticl_s._ While Ormsbee and Brags did not use

in the same form as it was derived here, their methc_ is

completely euuivalent in that they made a similar scaling

apD_oxima ti on.

In these tests a hyl_thetical full scale aircraft and

droplet test conditions were chosen. These were then

scaled to d_t,_rmine the equivalent test conditions for a

0.f0, 0.15, and 0.20 scale model. Table 7 shows the full

scale and rachel test conditions while the particle

trajeetory results are summarized in figure 29.

Table 7 ScaleLi Physical Variables for Droplets
in Aircraft Wake

_odel S_ale

0.10 0.15 0.20 1.0
I

Win_ s_lispan, :n 1-.22 1.83 2.4q _0.0
Model velocity, m/s_c 16.8 20.6 23.A 53.3
Alt itude, m .622 .933 1.2a 20.q
Angle of attack, des 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
Particle diameter, _ 105. 125. 105. _90.
Particle density, g/ca 3 2._2 2.42 3.99 1.00

Pre._ented in the figure is the lateral transport of the

particles by the wak_ vortex s}'stpm as a function of the
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i initial location. Fur all three models theinjector

! lateral tr_nsport-of--Lhe scaled particles is the same,

verifying the K scaling analysis. Scaling__te_t_were also

conducted [5_] in which other lift coefficients, aircraft

altituaes, and full scale droplet sizes were used and in

all cases the particle trajectories scaled well.

- Trajectory Results

Althouqh the objective of this study was to generate

rime ice shapes an(l evaluate their aerodynamic

performance, the trajectory calculation._ ilone provide

much useful information. The droplet trajector7 computer

p%_oqram can be used to conduct a s_nsitivity analysis and

provide physical insight into the impingement process.

The information provided by the analysis such as the

ovprall collection effSciency and maximum limits of

impingement can be used directly in the desiqn of ice

protection systems. ............

Fioure 30 shows the paths o[ water @roplets around a

NACA 0012 airfoil. Trajectories are shown at both zero

and _ive deqrees anqle of attack. Note that at five

degrees the droplets which impingement on the airfoil

start out below the airfoil in the free stream. This is

of course du_ to the uI_wash _n front of a lifti,g airfoil.

The particles which miss the airfoil by pas_-ing over the

l(,ading edqe gain a large amount of kinetic eneray in the

' f "" l" r|
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leading edge region. These particles are therefore less

influenced by the flewfield over the aft pa_t of the
k

airfoil. Although little quantitative information is

obtained fro'_--the trajectory plots, so_e physical fee] for

_ the proble;,_ can be gained from them. _or example, droplet
P

trajectory plots proved very valuable in identifyinq ....

reqions on--lh_--ai_where no particles hit the surface.

This led to modifications fn the spline fitti_ng._proqram as

described-in Section IV.

The effect of airfoil anale of attack on droplet

impingement efficiency is shown in figure 31. As expected

the area of ir_pingement moves more toward the lower

surface as ti;-_aT_gle of attack is increased. Also the

area under the 8 curwe, the total mass collected,

incrpases with angle of attack. A slight change in the

location and value of 8 max, the maximum local

imuingement, occurs with the increase in angle of attack.

T_is effects the she;,e of the leadinq edge ice shape which

may cause large differences in the aerodynamic performance

o[ airfoils iced at different anqles of attac).

k sensitivity analysis may also be performed by

waryina the value of K, the inertia parameter. Yarying K

while hol,_inq B U constant curres_onds physically to

subjectiNq airfoils of different chord lengths to the same

icinq conditions. Not_ that the airfoil chord, c, appears

m
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in [he denominator o£ K, so reducing c increases %he value

of F. Increasing K while holdiTJg RU constant means %hat

increases linearly with K.

Fiqure 32 demonstrates the effect of varying K, or

equivalently _. Here the case of a N_CA 0012 o_ chord

six, three, a;_d two feet (increasing K) is shown. Then as

the airfoil chord decreases the overall-collection

efficiency, area under the 8 curve, increases. Since the

s_laller airfoils have more severe velocity gradients near

the leading edge, the droplets are not able to follow the i

streamlines as well, an_l mo_e droplets impinge on %he

airfoil. This is observed in flight when tail surfaces,

because of their Smaller chord, accre%e pro|;or%ionately i

•ore ice than the main wine. It is interesting, to note

ti.at for the iange oI _ represented by figure 32, K = .008

tc .025, the co!l,_ction efficiency as given in figure 27

is almost linear. In fact for this _pecial case as

increaFed 200 percent, su did the collection efficiency,

E.

Figure 27 also represents anothur use of the method.

Osinc_ _ as the independent variable, the initial icing

rates and ethel- results may be generated to evaluate the

susceptibility to icin_ of a particular airfoil Here

only E is nresented _s a-function ot K, but a complete
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airfoil analyst- _, would include plots el B max ' SU' SL'

and the actual _ curves. _ - - -

Ice Shape Calculation

Before the aerodynamic _Jerformance of an airfoil with

rime ise can he determined, the ice sha_,e must be

accurately predicted. _!is in__volves the time-step_R_i_nU

procedure outli;,ed ih S_tion lit. Having shown__ia_t__thR,

initial icing rates predicted b_ th_ method are valid, the

accuracy _f the time-stel_,ing model to predict rime shapes ....

will now be examined.

First the assumed direction of growth out from the
m

airfoil surface must be determined. Figure 33 shows a

........normal and tang_.nt growth predicted from the _me initial

droplet impingement information. Both shapes represent

one large icing step, that is no time-stepping was

W pe_forme@. The, predicted tanaent shape, qrows out into the

oncoming droplets. With its increased maximum growth and

,_ r.educed leadin_ edge r.adius it-has %31e gel,eral shape of a

measure(] ic_ accretion. However physical intuition would

suq_t the normal growth to be thee correct m_e. In the

limit as the icing time goes to zero, the tangent growth

approaches the same shape as the normal mode. It is felt

[' that the normal growth model is th_ physically correct

I solution for a time-steppinq procedure. The tangent

growth appears to be an approximation to the tim_-stepping
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metho_ wilL-be more obvious later.

.... Th_ time-stepping procedure is demonstrated in figures

34 and 35 on a modified NACA 6_-215 airfoil at a cruise

condition. Here the angle of attack is 0._7 degrees and RU

= 115.6 while K = 0.044. Three time step_-were taken,

each representing five minute_ of icing with the

accumulation parameter, Ac, equal to 0.0133. Figure 34

shows the predicted ice _hapes--from the 8 curves of figure

35. Note that in the time-steppinq method first the

impinqement e_ficiency is calculated on the clean airfoil,

step 1 figure 35. Then this B curve is used to predict

the first ice shape figure 3_. The flowfield is then

recalculated, the step 2 8 curve generated, the new ice

shape 2 predicted, a_,d the iteration is continued.

Therefore fiqures 34 and 35 are intimately related.

Examing figure 35 the changing airfoil shape is seen

to have a significant effect on the droplet impingement

characteristics. Th_s supports the need for a time-

stepping approach. The change in the impinuement Yalues

with time are summarized in Table 8.
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Table _ 8 Time Step Parameters

Step ................... A-c Smax _Yo AS

1 0.0133 0.358 0.00983 0.0q95
2 0.0133 O. U,ll 0.00909 0.0379

3 0.0133 0._72 0.00910 0.0382

The n_aximunt inpinqement efficienc_ 8 max, increases with

ti:ne while the iced surface length on the airfoil, AS,

de_reases. Th_rall collection efficiency decreases

slightly for this case. Another Jnteresting__t_ is

the development of the second peak in the curve on the

third _ime step. . ............................

All these effects of time are also reflected in the

predicted ice growth, _igure 3_. The increase in 8 max

an_ reduction in AS generates the reduced leading edge

radius of the ic_ and th_ mere pointed shape. The second

peak in the 8 curve results in the reflexed upper surface

"bump" on the third time step. _he effect of time-

ste@Pin_ is then apparent from the change in the curves

from steps I to 3.

The accuracy of the time _tepping model will be-_

function of the size of the time step taken. Figure 36

shows the predicted ice shape for the same EEdified 64-215

airfoil with one, three, and six time steps. Here the

correspondinu Ac's are 0.0_, 0.0133, and 0.067

respectively. The 8 (.n/ryes for the six time ztep--case are

°
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given in fiquEe 37. A siqnificant change in shape is seen

b_,tw_,n one an_L-thre,, steps, while the cha_ge _rom three

to six steps is relatively small. In fact the change in

shape f'_'o_thue,_ to six steps is probably due as much from

numerical error as from an improvement in the physical

modo!ing.

A _imilar study on the effect_of step size was

conducted using a NACA 65A_13 airfoil. The airfoil was

analyzed at one degree angle of attack with RU = 1_7 and

K = 0.118. The length of the icin_ @ncounter is eight

minutes, which for the free stream conditions assumed,

gives an accumulation parameter for the total time of

0.0_4. The predicted ioe sha_,es for one, two, and four

time steps are shown in figure 38_ Figures 39 and _O are

the correspon<]inq B curves. Here theshapes do chanae

from the two to four time step case. The maximum amount

of ice growth, and the shape of the ice near the limits of

impingement, du not agree. The-four time step case has

essentially-taken mass from near the limit._ of impingement

and shifted-it forward by extending the leading edge

qrowth.

Fro_ thes_ two cases, and other experience with the

method, some ouiOelius in selecting the step size can be

formulated. The critical area is the region near the

maximum limits of Impinoement. The ice in this reoion
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should not be allowed to grow more than that which

generates a shape that blends in smoothly with the

airfoil. A rule of %hush is that the maximum gro_,th in a

single step should not exceed one-half o_ one percent

chord, x = 0.005. This corresponds roughly to holding

ACrnax " < 0.005. The allowable step size is actually a

_unction of the leading edge geometry and the shape of the 8

curve. With airfoils with small leading edge radii

requiring the smaller step size. The rule of thumb gi__eLn,

hewever, pruvides guidance in selecting _n acceptable step

size. The lower bound oD the step size is governed by the

amount of computer time required per step and the

accumulation of numerical error. Error accumulates

primarily due to the courdinate smoothing process. The

smoothing required is due in uart to the discontinuous

surface radius of curvature ol some airfoils and this

problem is aggravated as more steps are taken. From

experience the step size suggested appears to be an

optimum for reducing computation time and increasing

accu racy.

With th_ time-ste|,ping procedure e_tdblished, this

method for predictin_ ic_ shapes can now be compared to

some experi_ntal results. _xperim_ntal tests completed

recently in the N_SA Icing Research Tunnel have generated

experimental rime ice shapes _or %he modified N_CA 6q-215
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airfoil [ 68 ]. The experimental rime ice shape for the

cruise condition is coml,ared to the present analytical

method in figui'e-_-l. T,_ ice accretion is small and

therefore only the first one percent of the airfoil is

shown, th_ experimental_shape and the time stepped---

pred/ction (fro.,,figure "__6_pare very well.- The no

t_me step case is also-shown to de,_onstrate the

improvement in the prediction_when the time effects'are

included.

The _esults of this comparison, and other test cases,

permit some important conclusions to be dra_zu. The time-

stepping was done fDr this case assuminq normal ice

_rowth. Compurina figure _1 tu the normal and tangent

growth in figure 33 a similarity is seen. The tangent

_Irowth has the same _leneral shape as the time stepped

p_iction. This zuggests that the tangent growth is an

approxinlatiol, to the time effects. Also note that the

ti_o stQpped shape pr_icts th_ reflexed upper-surface

re_ion and bumi_ as seen in the experimental shape. The

upper node re_embl(;s the beginning of"a second horn as on

a _laze ice shape. However here it oc-curs solely as a .......

result of the •.time effects on the flowfield-and dropl_t

dynamics. While elate ice _owth is certainly a

thermodynamic process, this result suggests that

Impin_ment characteristi,:s may also be ver_ important.
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For accurate alaze ice shape predictions, the time effects

on the impingement rates should also be considered.

This meth(,_ has also been compared to the experimental

. results reported by Gray [37] on a NACA 65A00q airfoil.

The airfoil is at two dearees anqle of attack, R : 113

and K = 0.341, and the icing time is five minutes, Ac =

0.0215. The experimental and analytical ice shape is

shown in figure 42. The time-stepping improves the i(_z

shape prediction over the no tiu_e stepped case, biJt the

Shape is off considerably alo_%q the lower surface.

The overall collection efficiency _arameters, however,
L

eomDare very -ell, Table 9.

Table 9 Compdrison of Theory and Experiment
on the NACA 65A00_ Air_oil

!
Experiment Analysis

r

W (lh ice / ft span) 0._0_ 0.331
E.............. 0.208 0.162

SU 0.0035 0.00_0
0.090 0.10

 rea, ft2, 0.0 07 o.oo 2
- Ic_ Density (_ of H20 ) 31. 85.

The total ma_ collected, the collect_on effi(:iency, and

the limits of impingement are very close for both the

e_periment anal the analysis, floweret larg_ discrepencies

occur in the cross sectional area of the ice= and the ice

dehsity. The error aris£_ due to the assumed ice density,
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85 percent the density o2 water. This value is within the

r_ag_ of 75 to 91 re_orted by Wilder [WI] and close to the

value of 8g used by Lozowski and Oleskiw [57]. All these

values are far Item the 31 percent measured in the icing

tunnel test.

The very low measured value of ice density can be- ....

attributed to the format/on o_ rime feathers on the lower
m

surface ice shape. These ice formations can be seen in -

the 9hotograph. _" and sketchs of reference 37. Rime

feather._ are thin layers of ice separated by layers o£ air

which sometimes f.orm during ri_e ice accretions, the

occurence of rime feathers, which drastically reduces the

overall ice density, is difficult to predict. These

feathers cause the elfecgive ice density to b,: a function

of s. If the correct ic_ density could have been used in

the prediction of figure 42 the agreement would have been

much better. The present metSod do_.s not handle the rime

feather case. Ho_ever, when _eth0ds are available to

predict the formation of rime feathers, this could easily

be incor$,orated ig the procedure.

A_rodynamic Analysis

The details of the _rediction of iced airloil

pe_formanc_ i-_ oiv_n in Section V. As noted there, little

aerodynamic data is available for use in verilying the

method. There, fore a_L airfoil t_.st was performed on a
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simulated rime ice shape to generate data for this

i purpose, the analytical method will first be compared to

the simulated ice shape data. Then for the toe shape

__ _ p_dictions already dis_n/ssed, the predicted airfoil

performance will be compared to the experimental data.

The simulated ic_ shape test was conducted on a NACA

65A413 airfoil with the "shape being that predicted by the

analysis in figure 38. The tests were_ducted in the 6

by 12 inch transonic wind tunnel located at The Ohio State

University's Aeronautical and Astronautical _esearc_h
[ 4

Laboratory. Four different configurations w_re tested to

separate out the rou_hn_s and shape effects as are done

in the analysis. Complete details of the_experiment can

be found in Appen_iix A. Here the data are compared to the

[ analFsis.

No detailed pressuro data can be £ound in the

literature for airfoils with ice shapes, real or

I simulated. Even the most recent wor_:k by the Soviet-

i
F Swedish group [2] on simulated ice shapes contains ,o

airfoil press_]re distributions. These data are necessaryI

fo_ a detailed evaluation of the airfoil analysis code.

Figure 43 shows the measured and predicted Cp distribution

on th_ cl_n airfoil. Here the comparison is ma_e at a

lif_ coefficient of 0.52, Poynolds ffumber based on chord

-- l,_]th of thr,,o million, an,] _nch number of 0.40. The
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presF.ure distribution predicted by the Eppler code is very •

close to that measured in the tunnel. The leading edge

i _ discontinuity on both the upper and lower surfaces is

m_

m predicted, although the upper surface is off somewhat in

magnitude-. The rest of the pressure distribution also

a_ree_ well. A slight deviation is seen n_ar the trailing
F

edge where the boundary layer thickness affects the
pressures. This is not accounted for in the current

version of the Eppler analysis code.

21 F_oure _ compares the measured a_'.dpredicted pressmre

distribution. _ on the airfoil with the simulated rime ice

shape. The llft coefficient for this comparison is 0.45.

The most noticeable feature of the experimental Cp

distribution are the discontinuous pressure s[,ikes o'n the

upper and lower surface o_ the leading edge. These spikes

are pred£cted fairly well by the analysis. The presence

of thp spikes will cause early boundary layer transition

and probably t-he formation of leaning edge se}aration

bubbles. Therefore the abili%y of the airfoil code to

accurately l_redict tl,is pressure distribution is %hp first

st eu toward the accuratp analysis of airfoils with rime

ic_.

Th_ comparison between th_ m_as_red and predicted li_t

cc_fficients is shown in fi_lur'e _5. The predicted anqle

o: z_ro lift compares very well while %he lift curve slop_
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is slightly greater than that measured in the %_nnel. The ....

maximum lif t-coeflic/ent compares well when the prediction

• of Fppler is corrected for the airfoil roughness effects.

The "clean" airfoil was actually slightly rough due to

tarnish on the brass model. This is seen in the drag data

where the hydi'aulicall Z smooth airfoil would have 8 drag

coefficient-ol 0.0055 while the model tested had a minimum

drag of 0.0086. From the work of Brumby [66] even small

a_lounts of surZ_ce roughness are seen to--reduce C£max ,

figure 14. Therefore, using the results of figure 16, the

roughness height on _he clean airfoil was estimated as k/c

= _.0001. using this value o_ k/c _n Brumby's plot o[

figure I_ a correction ol -10 pe_cen_ in the mazimum lift

coefficient is found. This is the correction that has

been applied to the analytically predicted CL_ax for the

clean airfoil in figure _5.

The iced airfoil C£max results compare reasonably well

with th_ predicted value _eing slightl_ less than that

measured in the tunnel. The iced airfoil-had a measured C£max

of about 1.0 while the theory predicted a more

c_servative 0.90. The theoretical _aximum lift

¢_fficient was reduced from the clean case by a leading

edge separation bubble which caused massive separation

from th_ leading edg,. Apparently in the tun_l the

separation was delayed and the airfoil stalled at a

_

' ' I ii, I , I I iii I
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__ slightly hiqher Cg.max and anale of attack. The _ethod

apnears to do a reasonable job of predicting C£max

deqradagion due to rime ice accretion.

?he expe_ime_n.tal asd-thheoretical drag p(,lars are

shown in fiqure-46. Her_ thre_ sets of experimental and

theoretical _r_,dictions are presented_ the clean airfoil,

........the airfoil with _oughness oru-the first three percent

(k/c = 0.0025), and the airfoil with the same roughness on

the simulated rimu ice shape. The clean prediction is

from Epple= with transition moved forward using his

roughness para.meter. This result compares well to

experiment. When roughness is added to the airfoil the

drag increases as expected. Dsing Eppler to determine the

hydraulically smooth sirf._il drag and eq. (ql), the ;ii

pre_licte_ drag v_lues al_ very close to the measured ones. .....

This _=ovi _ _ .uP.. a qoo,l ch_ck on the empirical roughness data

used in d,veloDing eq. (_I).

Th_ drag t,f the simulated rime ice shape (with

rouahn_ss} i_ also shown in figure _6. Hero the roughness

extends back to x -- 0.03 on the airfoil and covers the

entire ri_ ice shape. The d=ag [,_edictioD _sinq eq. (_1)

with Ac_ = 0.03615 is conservative compar_,d to the

@xperimPntal rn_ults. The seasured wal_o of Cd is 0.0155 ......

c_pared to a p[,-,licted value of 0.0%Bi. This is an

incres_ of 2a_ perc-nt and 311 p_rcent res.uectively owe= l

m -- .... ,, , ,_, ...... ' - t I i -)_ I " II Ill II
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the smooth value of 0.00_5. Considering the difficulty of

the anal_sis, this represents a reasonable comparison.

' Note also thaLthe theory is based on actual iced airfoil

data and a simulated ._ce shape was tested. Therefore, the

error-may be due in part to the way in which the ice shape

wag simulated. This erruz in the simulation can not be

_et_rmined from these tests, and it suggests that an

-- --experimental proaram is needed to develop ice simulation

techniques.

The analytical method for calculating iceC airfoil

performance has been compared to actual airfoil icing

tests. The predicted ice shape of figure 34 has been

analyzed and the results are shown in figures 47 and 48.

T_.e airfoil used is the modlfied NACA 6_-215. The lift

coefficient curve, figure _7, shows the e_pected reduction

in Cg.max due to a leadina edQe bubble. Unfortunately no

lift coefficient data was taken on the actual iced airfoil

to b,_ used for comparison. This reductlon in maximum l_ft

coefficient does however seem reasonable when compared to

similar airfoil results.
I

T_e analytically predicted drag polars for both the

cl_an and icw¢_ airfoils are showzJ in fiqure _8. Here .........

experimental valuu_ of _" _g coef[icient at 0.7 degrees

anqle of attack are available for the clean and iced

airfoil [68 ]. Since no _ce roughness was reported, the
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results are shown for values of k/c of 0.001 to 0.005
N

which bracket the usual ranqe of rime ice roughness. Here

the comparison between theory and experiment is very good_,

especially the increment in _.he-draa due to the ice.

AGain the clean value is calculated using the Eppler

proora_ with his roughness correction and the increase in

drag is based on eg. {_I).

The NACA 65A00_ airfoil has been analyzed using the

rime ice shade predicted in figure _2. The predicted drag

polar and the measured _alues are shown in figure _9.

Here again the experimental drag values are only available

at one angle of attack. The analysis does an excellent

job of predicting the drag increase for values in the

cruise range.

The effect of t_e ice ghape on the maximum lift

coefficient is very unusual for this particular airfoil.

As seen in figure _2 the ice shape forms a leading edge

flap for this th_n airfoil. The measured increase for

tg_-s-case is approximately 23 percent while the analysis

show_ a 12 i,ercent iDcrease in n_aximum lift .coe/_cient.

Alt_ouqh nu_orically this comparison may seem less than

desireable, it actually lends a oreat deal of confidence

to the method. The _SA0@_ is a very se,Tere test of the

analysis since the airfoil is so thin. To predict an

incre.as_ in Co which is conservative demonstrates that
"max
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the leadin_ edge region is being1 handled correctly by the

analysis.

The areodynamic analysis has _e_Iu_compared to both

simulated and actual rime ice on three very different

airfoil sections. All the_ rp._ul_ts__both lift and draq,

have compared very well considering the dificulty _n -.

performina th_ analysis. The method for the aerodynamic

analysis of airfoils with rime ice presented here has beem

shown "to be a reliable procedure. Hopefully the empirical

corrections to the drag predictions can eventually be

replaced by analytical methods when they become available.

........ ' , ................................ 1--T-r...............
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Vii. SU_JMA_Y AND CONCLUSIONS

methodology has been developed %o predict the growth

_ of rime ice, and the re._/Iting aerodynamic__enalty, oI_ .

unprotected airfoil surfaces. This. meShod has for the

first time included the time effects into the icing

analysis. A large portion of this study was involved in

th_ numerical formulation of the problem fo__di_ _

computer solution. Howevem, the derivation of two new

similarity parameters was primarily an analytical

exercise, while some ex_riment_l work was performed in a

wind tunnel evaluation of the aerodynamic analysis.

The calculation of water droplet trajectories was

performed by a ste_, integration of the governing stiff

s_stem of ordinary differential equations. The reauired

flowfield was provided by a _odified Theodorsen method.

Although calculations of this type have been performed

earlier, by using state o[-the-art computational

facilities and namericai proeeedures a large improvement

has been made. The present procedure was faster, more

accurate, and more generally applicable than earlier

methods.
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An in depth analysis of. the governing differential

equation has l_ad to a simplified simi]0rity parameter for

the problem. By using a reduced form of the droplet drag

equation the two similarity parameters, R U and K, were

combined into a single parameter, K, the trajt_ztory

similarity parameter. This gr_atl 7 simplified the

ana iysis _----

By making a further simplification to the droplet drag

equation the modifie_1 inertia parameter, K o, first ]

suggested by Langmuir, was deri_ed in the same--manner. As __i I

a result of this analysis a closed form solution was found

for K O. This was the first derivation of K o from the

governing differential equation-, and the first time a

_losed form solution for it has ever been found.

Exi:erimental and numerical results have been presented in

support of K0 and K. The new trajectory similarity

parameter has been found to be superior to Ko, esjpecially 1
i

in scaling applications.

Using the results of droplet %raje£_ory calculations

rime ice sha_es have been predicted. In %he derivation of

these eauations a similarity parameter has been

identified, the accumulation parameter, Ac. For a given

geometry and _ the accumulation parameter governs the

growth of rime ice on airfoils.
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As rime ice bu_!ds up on an airfoil leading edge the

effective airfoil shape becQ_.es a _function of time. This

then result9 in the surface flux of impinging water

droplets al_o beinc_ a function of time. Th_ present

method has included these effects into the _ce shape .........

p1_diction. A time-steppinq procedure was employed where

the airfoil geometry, flowfield, and droplet impingement

efficiencies were update_ periodically during the ice

a_x_r_tion p__:esc,, qomi_rison of predicted rime ice

- shapes to those measured in a icina wind tunnel compared

well. A siqn_ficant improvement was seen in the

theoretical shapes when the time-steppinQ proced@re was

u_d.

The time-stenpin_ procedure has provided insight into

the ice Bccretion _roces,R. Some researchers have

sucuested that the ice actually grows out from the s_rface

tangent to the incoming droplet trajectories. This

tanQent ice qrowth has _en shown to be merely an

approximation to the time effects w/ze/Le tb_growth

out normal to the surfa_ was used. With the importance

of including time _ffects in the rime icing analysis

demonstrated, the method is expected to provide similar

improvements to glaze ic_-predictions.

The aerodynamic effects of rime ic_ accretions on

airfoils includes a reduction in maximum llZt coefficient
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and an increase in dra_. Earlier m_thods for predicting

the degradation in airfoil performance with ice relied

}

totally upon empirical oorrelations. These methods,

hSwever, dealt only with the changes in drag and were

based on initial icing r_tes. The present method for

evaluating the iced airfoil performance was based on _n

analytical analysis of the resulting airfoil shape after

ice accretion. The mehtod postulated that the aerodynamic

effect_ of ri:ue ice were _ue to: I) the surface roughness

of the ice, and 2) the change in leading edge geometry due

to the smooth ice shape. These two mechanisms were then

handled separately by the analysis.

The smooth ice shape was analyzea using existinq

airfoil analysis codes. The surface roughness effect was

handled by correcting the analTtical results based on an

empirical equation which was developed here.

Since no detailed aerodynamic data on an airfoil with

rime ice was available, wind t_nnel tests on an airfoil

-wi_ah___!lJj_te_ _¢_i_ce were cond/tcgte__ The experiment

identified th_ effect surface roughness and iae shape have

on airfoil performance. In addition to lift and drag

data, these tests generatea the first detailed pressure

measurements ever taken on an airfoil with simulated ice.

The predicted pressure distributions compared well with

the e/periment_l--results as did the values for C£ and Cd.
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The aerody_,amic analysis was verified further using values

of lift and draq from icing wind Iunnel tests of actual

• _c_ accretions.

" The present study has identified areas where

additional wo_k is noe_]_. The analytical method could be

improved by either removin_ the need to smooth the shape

or ii,proving the smoothing procedure. This would increase

the accuracy of the ice shape prediction and allow smaller

step size._. In addition better information on the ice

density wo_llf greatly improve the me_-_d. Future

analytical research on rough airfoil drag could remove the

neea to use an em;;i-rical-dr_Ig correlation. Experimentally

the need is to expand the old, and very limited, data base

in terms el acc_/Edte ice shapes, ice debilities, and

airfoil aerodynamic p_rformance penalties. However the

most serio1_ need is to extend this work to the glaze ice

case where a _lowfie-ld with large zones of separated flow

m_st be accurately predicted.

In summary the rime icing--methodology prese_ruted here

ha_ advanced the state-_-the-art in four major areas.

First, the effects of time on the ice accretion process

have been i-ncludeLi ih the analysis. By using the time-

st,_ppin_ method-very accurate rime ice shapes can be

predicted. Se_co4_, an aerodynamic analysis has been

formulated which is bas_ on the. _ctual iced airfoil
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g_metry. Unlike early methods which estimated Cd from

onl.y initial icing rates, thi-s metho6 predicts C£ and Cd

from the new airfoil geometry with some empirical

corrections. _ - .

The third major contribution came from th_ wind tunnel

test of the simulatet, ice shape. Here for the first time

detaile@ aerodynamic data, including surface pressure

distributions_, were taken on an--airfoil with simulated

rime ice. The, data provided a great deal of insight into

the problem and an excellent test case for th_ present,a_d

_or future a_rodynamic analysis. The similarity analysis

Frovided the final contribution. Two new parameters, [,

the trajectory similarity parameter, and, Ac, the

accumulation parameter have been derived and shown to

govern the accretion of rime ice on airfoils. In

a¢_dition, Ko, the modified inertia parameter has been

derived from the governing dif[erential equal_ion and the

first closed form solution for Ko--has been pi-esented.
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AP?P.NDI X

An experimental i_rogram has been conducted at The Ohio :

S_tat_-U/lixe_s/ty's Aeronautical an_ Astronautical Research

Laborator_ to determine the aerodynamic characteristi_ of

an ai1"_oil with simulated rime ice. A wind tunnel test
__

was performed using an e%isting airfoil sect%on to gather

data to be u_e_ in__th_dation of the iced airfoil

analysis method. The experiment wa& performed no% only to

g_nerate simulate_ rime ic__aerqd_namic, data, but also to

test th_ hypothesis used in the analytical method that the

effects of ice shape and roughness can be handled

separately.

The tests were conducted using four different model

confisu_ations:

I.) Clean airfoil (baseline)
2.) _irfoil with leadinq edge rouqhness
3.) Airfoil with smooth rime ice shape
_.) Airfoil with rime ice shape an_1 lea_]ing edge

rouQhness added (simulated rime ice)

_w evaluating the aerodynamic characteristics of each

configuration, the elfects of surfac_ rouqhne._ and ice

shape can be determined. By comparing model two to the

base///le a check on the _Cd prediction of fiu_re 15 can be

made as we// as a check (ID___he h'C£max data of Brueby,
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fiqure "f3. Tho results of models 3 and 4 cornered to the

baseline will provide verification of the C£max analysis.

Finally the tests of model 4 will verify the entire

theoretical method.

Exper imental Facility

The experimental facility used in this study was the

OSU 6 by 22 Transonic Airfoil Wind Tunnel [69]. The

tunnel is designed for two dimensional testing with a test

section six inches wide, twenty-two inches high, and

forty-four inches lon_ The side walls are solid, while

the top and bottom walls of the tunnel are pe_forat_ with

a porosity of ten percent. The tunnel operates in a

blow,own mode with the Mach number controlled by a choke

downstream of the test sec_tion. Mach numbers from 0.2 to

1.1 are available. The total pressure in the stagnation ......

chamber is varied to control the Reynolds nu_r and

provide a ranoe of 1.5 to 33 million per foot.

Lift and moment c_fficient ddta are normally taken

usin_ so@el static pressure taps. Pressure _Leasurements

are ma@.e wit}, a Scanivalve, tra_.ped volume sy_-tem which is -.

sampled with a transducer after the tunnel is shut down.

Drao data are taken using a wake survey probe which

traverses the wake recordino the staonation pressure

d_ficit. The daha colle_t_d is digitized and stored on

m_onetic tap__ in the HaL_iS SL_! 6 DiGital Computational
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Facility [70] of the Aeronautical and Astronautical

_esearch Laboratory. The data is the_ reduced to

i ' coefficient form [71] and output as quick look data on a

C._T display oi- hard copy printed and plotted.

The interference effects in the OSU 6 by 22 Wind

Tunnel have been investigated [69 ]. Confinement

interference, spanwise interference from the side walls,

and flow quality have been evaluated. The correction

required for six inch chord models-has been shov._ to be

negligible. The correction to the angle of attack ks on

the order of 0.17-degr,.es per unit C£. Since this test

will use a six inch chord airfoil, no corrections need be

made to tho data.

Airfoil Model

NACA 6_413 airfoil section was selected for the

experiment. The model used An the wind tunnel was a brass

model of six inch chord and six inch span, figure A-I.

The original airfoil model was instrumented with _6 static

pressure taps of which _2 were used in the data reduction.

The trailing edge tap is located-on the sidewall due to

the p_ysical constraints.

The ri,_ shape which was simulated was that predicted

b_ the time-steppin c analysis of figure 37. A comparison

of the predicted shape and the shape used on the tunnel

mode] is given in figure _-2. Note that-since the
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objective of the test was to generate baseline data to

validate the analysis, the accurate reproduction of the

predicted shape is not required. All that is required i_

that the ice shape sinulated be a representative geometry

and that it be adequafely documented for the analytical

comparissn.

A schematic of the airfoil model with the simulated

rime ice shape is shown in figures A-3 and k-4. The rime

___ Joe shade was simulated by adding a 0.1_5 inch outside

diamete= tube to the airfoil leadin_ edge. The mounting

blocks were drilled to allow the tube to extend out _f the

tunnel on both sides. The center section of the tube was

replaced by a solid rod which was drilled through to pick

up the existinQ leading edge pressure tap. The tube, now

plugged in the center, was u_ed to add an additional tap

on the leading edge uppor annd lower surfaces, figure A-4.

The ice shape was completed by bullding up the area _i

b_tween the tube and the airfoil until the desired shape li

#as reached. Care was taken to ensure that the affected

airfoil pressure taps were extended up through thins region

%o the new airfoil s_rface. A photograph of the airfoil

mcxlel with the simulated rime ice _hape is shown in figure

^-5.

Roughness was addled to the model for configurations 2

a_-_. This rou_]hn_ss was intended to simulate the actual
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F roughness on a rime ice shape. Rime ice surface rouqhness

is typically fn the range of k/c _ 0.001 to 0.005.

' Carborundum grit with an avera3e size of 0.015 inches was

used. This scales to a k/c of 0.0025 for a six inch chord

- model.

The grit was applied by lirst cQating %he surface with

Krylon clear acryli'c spray to provide the adkeaiEe_. The

roughness--elements were then applied to the surface and

two or three coats of acrylic were applied to ensur_ that

the particles were firmly adhered to the surface. The

roughness was applied tG the leadinq edqe of the airfoil

u@per and lower surface back to three percent airfoil

chord for both configurations 2 and u. The rouqhness

elements were distributed randomly at a concentration of

about 250 per square inch of surface area, figure A-6.

Results and Discussion

The airfoil section selected is typical of that

curre4_tly in use on general aviation and business

_ircraft. To simulate actual operating conditions,_a _ach

number of 0._0 and a _eynolds number based on chord length

of 3 million were chosen for the cruise case. These

conditions were used in testing the airfoil at angles of

attack of eight deorees and less. To deteruline the

maximum lift coefficient, conditions more typical of a

la,_inu approach were_ used. For angles of attack greater
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than eight degrees a _ach number of 0.23 and _eynolds

numner of 2 million were used.

Pressure distributions for the clean airfoil and with

sur_ac_ i'oughness added, configurations I and 2, are shown

in figure A-7. Here both airfoils are at two degrees

angle of attack. Both curves are si_nilar, however the

areas, which giv_ the model lift coefficient, are

different. The model with roughness _xperiences a

decreas_ in lift over the clean moJel. This is _nobably

due to the eflect of the roughness on the boundary layer.

The roughness results in a thicker boundary layer at the

trailing edge upper surface and therefore a larger

displa_-ement thickness. This effectively removes camber

from the airfoil and decreases the lift, shifting to a

more positive value.

Note also th_ reduced prep:sure recovery at the

trailing Odg_ for the r_ugh airfoil. This suggests

increased drag which cam be easily seen in the wake

deficit plots of figure A-8. Here th_ roughened airfoil

has a larger velocity deficit, _nd therefore more drag.

This result is in good agreem,nt with earlier experimental

work showing increased drag with surface roughness.

The airfoil with simulated rime ice experiences

somewhat different surface pressures near the leading

edge, fignre A-9. Note %.hat here the chord length i_ _ _

.... " _ ..T..IFIII .......... i i i ......
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based on the iced airfoil chord, 1.024 times the original

chord. The aft portion of the Cp distribution is similar

to the no ic_ case, however the leading edge region is

a]tered by the ice shape. Pressure spikes, severe

discontinuities in the pressure distribution, occur on the

_pper and_lower surfaces where the ice shape joins the

airfoil contour. For this ice shape this represents a

discontinuity in the seoond derivative of the surface

shape. These spikes wet,: detected by the two additional

pressure taps installe_ in the tube which forms the

•leading edge shape of the simulated ice. Th_s ....

demonstrates the importance of the installatJ.on of
pressure taps in simulated ice shapes. The effects of the

pressure ._pikes will be seen to be more Serious at higher

anoles of attack.

Figure A-IO shows the lift coefficient as a function

of angle of attack for all four airfoil configurations.

Configurations 2 through 4 all have approximately the same

effect on the lift coefficient. These changes are a shift

in eLO and a sizeable decrease in C£max.. The good

aQre_ment between the C£max for the smooth and rough rime

" ice ._haoe suggests that the stall is caused by the shape.

As seen in figure A-9, the severe pressure gradients near

the leading edge probably lead _e a leading edge

separation bubble. This accounts for %he _arly separation
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at higher angles of attack.

i The reduced C for the airfoil with on]y surface
_max

i roughness is due to a different mechanism. Here the --
roughness cautses a thickening of the boundary layel" and

i decreases pressure recovery at the trailing edge. This

ultimately l_ads to early trailing edq_ separation which
I ° "

moves forward as _ increses to cause the reduction in

i maximum lift coefficient. The apparent aqre_ment in C£max

for confiaurations 2 and 4 is due to the pa_rticular k/c

and rime ice shape chosen, and should not be interpreted

as a general trend.

Fiqure A-11 shows the. measured drao polars for all

four configurations. The smooth airfoil is seen to have a

minimum draq coeficient of about 0.086. This is welJ

above the laminar "drag bucket" values expected for an

airfoil of this type. The brass airfoil model used was

slightly tarnished and therefore di_ not have the surface

finish necessary to permit lona lami_n_ runs.

An increment in dr_g was seen due to the addition of

surface rouqhness. This draq increase was certainly

exp_cteL_ _nd is of a reasonable m_gnitude. The. reason for

the apparent aqzeement between the rouah airfoil and the

smooth ice shape, configurations 2 and 3, ks not o_vious.

Mosb likel) this is not a general result, but aqafn merely

a colncidenc_ resulting from the roughness and the rime

m
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ice..qoometry choseI,.

An additional drag increment was measured when

' roughness elements were added to the rime ice shape,

P configuration _. Thi_ is the simulated rime ice shape,

This increase in drag contrasts the maximum lift

i coefficient case wer_ configurations 3 and L! behaved

b similarly. Therefore ,-while ice shape alone is sufficient

- to determine _ax ' the surface roughness of the ice _lls_....
i

i be modeled t¢) simlllate accurately the total drag increase

i due to airfoil _ime icing.

! The moment coefficient about the quarter point of the

)
oriqinal airfoil is plotted as a function of lift

) coefficient in figure A-12. Configurations 2 through

r all show a reduction in the no_e down !,itching moment when

compared to the sleal, model. The leading edge 1_oughness

r as described before thickens the boundary la_e_- and

unloads the aft portion of the airfoil section. Therefore

the nose down pitching moment is reduced. _'h_ smooth ice
!

shape adds area in front of the nose providi_DJ_s_e

!
up moment, explainina confiaurat_on thre_.'s reduction in

no_e down pitching moment. The rough ice shape combines

the two above effects, resultinq in a sliqhtly larger

r(_uction in nose down _Jitch[nq moment than that

experienced by the shape alone.
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This test not only provided data t(, verify the

analysis, but has demonstrated the feasability of

pt_rforminc] si,_ula%ed Jce_] air,u21 tests in a small scale

win(_ tunnel facility. The data show the expected] re su!%s

o_decreased maximum lift coefficient and increased drag

with %he simulated ice shade. In addition a reduction in

nose down pitching moment was _easured with simula_t_d__Kime

Joe. The pressure distribution., measured for the airfoil

with simulated rime ice are believed to be the first such
...

data [ubllshe@. These C_, plots provide ihsight into the

physical phenom__na and detailed information to b_ used to

evaluate and re£ine current analytical methods.
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